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USG
passes
Union
plan

From The Heart

Professor honored
Instructor, author earns accolades for work
Heather Cvengros
The BG News

Jim Barker
The BC News
Proposals calling for improvements to the University
Union and the previously rejected Amendment 6 were
passed at Monday night's Undergraduate Student Government meeting.
The first
proposal calls
for the creation
of a committee
designed to analyze the University Union's
current shortcomings and
determine ways to improve the
Union.
At-large senator Jeff Stefancic
co-sponsored the Union bill with
the University Planning Committee.
"Here at the University, we've
set the standard in our residence
halls with Founders, in our academic buildings with Olscamp
Hall and now, hopefully, the
Union," Stefancic said.
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Junior broadcast journalism major Renee Houghtlen squeezes a
piece of tubing to speed the process of blood donation at the
Bloodmobile Monday afternoon in the Northeast Commons. See
story, page four.

See USC, page four.

Victim's
sister
testifies
in O.J. trial
Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press

zona, near the base, needed help
with statistics.
Gupta sent his lectures on
tapes and flew to Arizona on Fridays for three or four hours. During this time he met with students and answered questions
concerning his lectures.
"It was a different experience
-1 enjoyed it," Gupta said.
Gupta is an elected member of
the American Statistical Association, the Institute of Statiticians
and the Royal Statistical Society
of England. More than 100 articles written by Gupta have been
published and he has edited, coedited or co-authored six books
in the field of statistics.
Since 1990, Gupta has been editor of Statistical Theory and
Methods Abstracts and is a
member of the international editorial board forCommunicutions
in Statistics. He also serves on
the editorial board for two other
publications, Abacus and International Journal of Sciences and
Engineering.
During the past 22 years, Gupta has written papers for 31
national and international conferences, symposia and publications. He chaired more than
15 individual sessions and directed or helped organize several
conferences. He also presented
more than 80 invited talks at various coloquia, universities and
professional meetings.
Gupta received his doctoral
degree from Purdue University
in West Lafayette, Ind.

Workers at Martha's Kitchen dish out hot meals to unemployed, homeless
Roark Littlelleld
The BG News
Every Friday evening since
1991, the First United Methodist
Church has served free dinners
to Bowling Green's unemployed
and homeless.
The service is called Martha's
Kitchen, and anyone who
receives food stamps, SSI or
lives on Social Security is welcome.
"We started three years ago in
September," said Maxine Miller,
who heads Martha's Kitchen.
"Every Friday, come rain, snow
or sleet, we've never had to
close."
The program is assisted by
University student volunteers,
many of whom live in Prout Residence Hall.
"We encourage anyone who
needs a nice hot meal to come,"
Miller said. "The Lord has really
blessed this project. We've had
lots of help from churches and
Individuals.

Trial
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Freshman pre-physlcal therapy major Lindsey Toschlog serve* up a hot plate of sausage to a regular
visitor of Martha's Soup Kitchen. Toschlog, a Prout Hall resident, volunteers on a regular basis at the
soup kitchen. See related photo, page 4.
nuts, so this food would otherwise get thrown Into the garbage," he said. "It's important to
help out the less fortunate in our
community in any way we can."
The University Union used to
donate leftover food to Martha's
Kitchen but stopped providing

this service, according to Miller.
"We provided the food and the
trucks," said Dave Crooks, director of the University Union. "The
donations were student-run, but
those students are no longer living In Prout. As budgets get
tighter, we have to cut back on
staff."

"If the students would like to
facilitate Union donations to
Martha's Kitchen, I'd be delighted," he added.
Maxine Miller is very excited
about the future of Martha's
Kitchen.
"Our church community has
been very enthusiastic," she said.
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University professor Arjun
Gupta said he feels wonderful.
Gupta, a professor of mathematics and statistics, was recently awarded this year's Distinguished
University
Professor at
the Feb. 2
Board of
Trustees meeting.
Gupta said he
was very
pleased to be
honored with
such a prestiGupta
gious University award.
"[Being a distinguished University professor] is very satisfying," Gupta said.
Gupta said he has enjoyed
teaching at the University since
his arrival in 1976.
"It's very satisfying and challenging -1 ldve it," he said.
Gupta said statistics is a challenging field, and his goal as a
teacher has been to inspire students to become useful contributors to society in the field of
mathematics and statistics.
"Stats is a new field," he said.
"I thought I'd try it, and I liked it
- I've been teaching it for more
than 30 years."
Gupta is internationally known
and receives much recognition
for his achievements and hard
work.

In 1990, Gupta was also the recipient for the Olscamp Research
Award. This award honored his
outstanding research in relation
to mathematics and statistics.
Gupta said he likes to combine
research with teaching.
"It is another way of learning,"
Gupta said. "It helps students to
get inspired."
Gupta's accomplishments in
the field of statistics and mathematics include presenting lectures throughout the world, participating in national and international conferences and editing
professional publications. He has
traveled to places such as Argentina, Italy, Japan and Africa.
Gupta is the 15th recipient of
the Distinguished University
Professor award, which is considered one of the University's
highest honors. Nominations are
presented by each faculty department.
Former recipients of the award
conduct the review process and
make recommendations, said
Peter Hutchlnson, vice president
for Academic Affairs.
To be eligible for selection, one
must be a faculty member who
holds the rank of professor and
whose creative professional
achievements have won national
distinction and recognition.
"It is a very rigorous process,"
Hutchinson said.
One of Gupta's major accomplishments includes advanced
lectures on statistical methods
for the United States Air Force in
Arizona. The University of Ari-

BG churches serve up kindness

LOS ANGELES - O .J. Simpson
had a "spooky ... frightening"
look in his eye during a dance recital for his daughter hours before Nicole Brown Simpson was
Denise Brown
stabbed to death and sat by himself in the back of the auditor- but said it doesn't contradict
ium, staring at his ex-wife, Ms. Brown's testimony. In fact, DarSimpson's sister testified Mon- den said, Simpson seemed tense
day.
and "his smile seems forced."
After the June 12 recital was
As Judge Lance Ito previewed
over, Denise Brown recalled, she the tape with the jury out of the
and her younger sister kissed room, Simpson rocked back in his
goodbye for the evening.
chair and gestured toward his
"The last thing I told her is that face as if to point out that he
I loved her," Brown said, weep- looked neither glazed nor spooky,
ing uncontrollably.
as his former sister-in-law had
Defense attorneys, cliallenging claimed.
her testimony,showed the jury a
Brown, who dissolved in tears
home video in which a laughing almost from the moment she beSimpson scoops up his son and gan testifying, gave a heartkisses his family that evening rending account of her last moafter the recital. The tape was ments with her sister, their fond
taken by another parent.
farewell and her claim that
Prosecutor Christopher DarTwelve churches in Bowling
den objected to showing the tape
Sec SIMPSON, page six.
Green assist First United Methodist in providing this service.
"The churches know when it's
their turn to come in and provide
the meals," Miller said. "They
supply meat, potatoes, vegetables and two gallons of milk. With
our money we buy supplies such
as sugar, butter and napkins."
Dick Brown of Hotel Lobby
Donuts said donating to
Martha's Kitchen Is their way of
giving something back to the
community.
"We don't sell day-old dough-
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For the first time in
school history the
women's swim team lost
to Ball State.
Page 8.

City Council will begin
the process for the
reconstruction of Thurstin
Avenue this spring.
Page 4.

Students can discover
new career opportunities
at a job fair in the Union
Thursday.
Page 4.
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Local children
need your votes
Today may seem like any other day for University
students as they go through the daily routine of
classes.
However, for Bowling Green elementary and secondary students, today is a very crucial day, whether they
realize it or not. Registered voters of Wood County, including University students, are encouraged to vote today on an Emergency Operating Levy in order to help the
school district crawl out of a multi-million dollar debt it
somehow got into.
The Bowling Green City School District proposed the
levy of $1.7 million a year for the next five years to
counter the $3.2 million debt.
The money would come from a monthly property tax
based on the value of the home.
School officials said a property tax would enable the
money to be raised sooner than if an income tax was implemented.
The levy was proposed due to the number of expenditures cut in recent years. Since 1988, $1.2 million of the
operating budget has been cut, eliminating funds for
programs, supplies and activities. Four hundred
thousand dollars have been eliminated since July 1994
alone.
While some residents may not like the idea of paying a
monthly tax.The News believes they owe it to the city's
children so that they can have the best education possible.
If passed, the levy will help maintain materials and
prevent further positions and programs from being eliminated. It will also will provide cost-of-living increases
for school district employees.
We hope the levy will also provide enough money to
prevent this sort of debt from occurring again. While the
levy is needed, the homeowners who support it should
have the guarantee that their money will be used in the
best interest of the children.
No matter what, residents and University students
need to think back to their own school days and remember the importance of a good education. Schools all
over the country are making progress in education
through more hands-on programs, technological advancements and a greater focus on students.
In a city with such a great educational institution as the
University, it is only right that there should be unified
community support for education at all levels. Anyone
who cares about the future of education and Bowling
Green will vote yes on the levy today.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200." 300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
t number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Tying up a few loose ends
This week, I thought I'd just tie
up a few loose ends...
Thanks to all who wrote responses to my IRC article. There
were some who missed the point,
but I can see where the discrepancy could occur. However, if
you read the headline, you'll see
that I asked for the IRC to be
taken out of the labs.
I am not entirely against the
IRC itself, but I do think it should
be controlled I really don't care
if people want to waste that much
time In front of a computer. It's
not my prerogative to tell people
how they should be living their
life.
I just find it inconsiderate
when five people walk Into a lab
together, sit down at five
different computers and proceed
to talk to each other on the IRC.
There are plenty of fine coffee
shops in the area where you can
sit down and chat, and they don't
Interfere with someone who
needs to do a class-related
project.
Speaking of coffee shops...
My friend and I were enjoying
a fine cappuccino at Cosmos this
weekend when we heard the two
young ladies next to us talking
about the gambling charade.
Here is something I don't understand - if I'm going to risk my
money on something I can't control, I'll go buy a dog.
I understand that you can come
away with a lot of money, but at
what cost? Is it worth the risk of
making friends with Officer Bill
as you're carted off to prison? I
think I'd rather spend the after-

about the salary cap last week. I
think it was a couple of weeks
ago that a fine editorial appeared
In The News stating that there
will be baseball this year, but it
will be far from the game that we
have all grown up with
Whether or not the so-called
major-leaguers return or we
open the season with the minorleaguers, the integrity of the
game is gone and the overwhelming greed has already destroyed
the sport.
Speaking of destruction...
what's this I hear about the
administration wanting to knock
down South Hall and put another
classroom building where the
clock tower is? Who came up
with this stroke of genius?
The area around the BA and
Education buildings Is already
getting crowded enough. Plus,
they want to leave the space
where South Hall used to be open
so that people driving by could
have a clear view of the campus.
You know, passers-by aren't
missing a whole lot. Other than
the great squirrel mating
grounds, there Isnt really a
whole lot to see as you're driving
by at 35 m.p.h.
Why don't they spend the
money renovating the buildings
we already have? Or, better yet,
why not just build the new building where South Hall used to be?
After the architectural masterpiece of the 'Taj-Ma Paul", I can't
wait to see how much space they
waste in this building. Maybe
someone should teach those
architects how to make a right

noon In the backyard picking up
'land mines' than making license
plates.
Speaking of films...
Did anyone happen to catch
Drew Barrymore on Letterman
Thursday? Nice to see that she
has finally grasped reality and
gotten her life back together.
Wow - she's not quite the lovable little Gertie that we all remember from E.T. In fact, she
looks more like an extraterrestrial than E.T. ever did.
I like that popcorn hairdo
there. Drew. That sort of 'lowpressure system over Nebraska'
look will certainly take you far in
the movie industry. Maybe it will
even help to get you the role of
Nicole Brown Simpson in the um, never mind.
Speaking of never minding...
That's what the owners said

angle.
For some more on destruction,
how about our hockey team?
Taking the advice of SicSic #3, I
Journeyed to the Ice Arena and
watched as Alaska-Fairbanks
was thoroughly pucked by our
Falcons.
However, attendance still
needs to be better. While the
people there made an impressive
amount of noise, I think that with
a campus of over 18,000 students,
that place should be filled to the
hilt each and every game. The
season Is almost over and this
team is in contention for a CCHA
title, so turn off the O.J. coverage
for a few hours and get out there!
Finally, how about we start using the "Letter to the Editor' section for something other than
complaining. Every day somebody else has to whine about
something that offended him or
her in an article.
I can understand if it's something like what transpired between Bradley Smith and Dr. Alvar Carlson, or if there was a
mistake printed in The News itself, but, for the most part, they
are petty complaints about something as harmless as an O.J. video
game reference.
Send the staff a compliment
for once. Tell the editor that you
like what is being printed. Offer
a cookie or two. It doesn't have to
be a daily outlet for complaining
wherein the subjects ultimately
get beaten to death.
Of course, that's just my opinion...
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
University honoring
ethnic stereotypes
Aa I was eating my breakfast at
Founders Food Court Thursday
morning, I noticed something on
the table. It read, "McDonald
Dining Center Invite* you to join
us for dally February specials in
honor of Black History Month."

face every day. Speaking for myself, I dont eat chitterlings,
black-eyed peas or banana
pudding. I am almost certain that
white students as well as black
students eat barbecued ribs and
cornbread, other foods on the
menu.

On behalf of other black students, the message I am trying to
convey Is that there are many
ways to celebrate black culture,
Aa I read the other side, such as campus-wide programs,
however, I got very angry to see that do not honor stereotypes
the "Soul Dinner" comprised of that America has created for
sweet potato pie, chitterlings, blacks.
banana pudding, black-eyed peas
and other delicacies that black
people supposedly like.
Carl M. Rice
Freshman
This alone displays the type of
Geography/
Ignorant stereotypes that blacks
Telecommunications

Put old computers
in residence halls
Having computers available in
the labs is a wonderful service.
Every student that I know, including me, has used these facilities for word processing, and
more recently, Internet applications.
I do have one major complaint,
however, and I think that anyone
living on campus would agree
that it is a logical one.
The latest word seems to be
mat Chris Dalton, director of
Planning and Budgeting, and
other people have come up with
the idea of adding a $50 fee tooncampus room and board fees.
This would be called a technolo-

gy fee, used "for the use of supporting residence hall computer
needs," according to Lester Barber in the Feb. 2 issue of The
News.
To me the term "technology
fee" sounds like a technical way
of saying, "We're buying more
Macintosh Power PCs.
But many recent articles in
The News have featured quotes
from students proving that computers in labs are used for word
processing and e-mail only.
These applications can be executed on just about any computer. How about all the old computers from the Union? Where did
they go? Why not put those in the
residence halls? _
Jim Koch
Freshman
Telecommunications
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"Creating and maintaining a safe learning environment for all of Ohio's children is a priority."
ACROSS

THE NATION

ampus
orner
Ballet company to
dance at Kobacker
The first ballet company In
the nation to use dancers with
and without physical disabilities will perform Feb. 7 in Kobacker Hall in the Musical
Moore Arts Center.
The Cleveland Dancing
Wheels will present its unique
program at 7:30 p.m. The free
performance is being sponsored by the University Activities Organization. The ballet
company was founded in 1980
by Mary Verdi Fletcher, who
suffers from spina blflda, a
birth defect involving the
spinal cord and column.
Fletcher said her goal in
forming the company was to
demonstrate the diversity of
dance and the abilities of people with physical challenges.
"People with disabilities
have come of age as artists,"
Fletcher said. "This company
is living proof that dancers
with and without disabilities
can individually express
themselves and join together
as equals in the celebration of
dance."
She added that including
dancers with disabilities does
not limit the troupe, but rather
expands the possibilities for
choreography and stretches
the very definition of dance.
Critics have called the company's performances "alluring," "visually exciting" and
"professional." The New York
Times described the choreography as "finely detailed and
beautifully crafted."

-George Voinovich, governor of Ohio

The performance will feature Chris Warner, an assistant instructor for the company who also suffers from polio, and Sabatino Verlezza, the
company's co-artistic director
and former featured soloist
with the May O'Donnell Dance
Company of New York City.
A third featured dancer will
be Barbara Allegra Verlezza,
who has danced professionally
for more than 12 years and has
taught dance at several
schools and universities, including the University of
Michigan.

Alumni Affairs offers
scholarships

The Office of Alumni Affairs is coordinating the
Alumni Chapter Scholarship
program.

There are 30 scholarships
available for the 199S-96 academic year, with the majority
of these scholarships being
sponsored by individual
alumni chapters located
throughout Ohio and the nation.

Top bounty hunter
nearly always gets his
fugitive

TOMBSTONE, Ariz. - Bob
Burton, the nation's premier
bounty hunter, has been punched,
shot and had his head bashed. He
describes his sometimeslucrative job as "97 percent
boredom and 3 percent terror."
Burton travels nationwide In
search of people who got bondsmen to post their bail and then
skipped out on court appearances.
"You're sitting in the car in a
bad section of town, drinking cold
coffee, talking to stupid people
and there's not much romance,"
Burton said. "But there is adrenaline."
Adrenaline?
"I've been punched, had human
waste thrown at me," he said. "I've picked up a 400-pound biker to
have his 120-pound wife hit me in
the back of the head with an iron.
Knocked me out. He escaped."
With a life like that, Tombstone
- "the town too tough to die,"
with its image of desperadoes
and the lawmen who might cut
corners to catch them - was an
irresistible address for Burton.
"This town has got a romance
to it," he said of the one-time

The amount of each scholarship varies depending on the
funds available in each scholarship's endowment fund.
Awards for the 1995-96 academic year range from $200 to
$700.
The deadline for scholarship
applications is Feb. 20. For
more information, call Sabrlna
White at 372-2701.

frontier mining boomtown where
Wyatt Earp shot his way into
legend at the OK Corral.
Bounty hunters - some prefer
"bail enforcement agents" - collect 10 to 30 percent of a fugitive's bail amount from the
bondsman who was left on the
hook.

Baseball star ousted
from game

NEW YORK - Darryl Strawberry was suspended from baseball Monday for drug violations
and immediately fired by the San
Francisco Giants.
The 32-year-old outfielder was
suspended for 60 days starting
April 2, when the season is
scheduled to open.
"It was made very clear to
Darryl upon his signing last June
that any violation of this nature
would automatically terminate
his contract with the team,"
Giants general manager Bob
Quinn said.
Strawberry and his agent, Eric
Goldschraidt, were not immediately available for comment.
Strawberry, once among baseball's best power hitters, has had
a turbulent history off the field.
Last season, he avoided suspension by entering a substance

abuse rehabilitation program,
and in 1990 he sought help for an
alcohol problem.
In December, Strawberry
pleaded innocent to tax evasion
charges.

Fawn Hall admits turning to drugs

EOS ANGELES - Fawn Hall,
best known as Col. Oliver North's
document-shredding secretary,
says she became addicted to
crack cocaine after leaving
Washington and was hospitalized
for an overdose.
"I hated myself so much because I couldn't even kill myself.
I wanted to die, but I didn't have
the courage to kill myself," Hall
told the syndicated TV show Inside Edition in an interview for
broadcast Monday.
Hall said she only began to .
fight her addiction after the
overdose and later entered a drug
rehabilitation program.

1995

Fans support Michael
Jackson
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. Michael Jackson fans are loyal.
Allegations that the singer
molested a 13-year-old boy
prompted supporters from
around the world to deluge the
courts here with letters and petitions of support.
"You know he is innocent,"
wrote Wendy Martin from England. "Yet you continue to persecute Ihe poor man when there are
criminals to be caught."
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Fifty years ago today, 14 University
freshman women organized a new
local sorority. Lambda Lambda
Lambda. They will reside in the
Shatzel Annex.
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Have you gone

INTO THE STREETS

JEJ.

If not, then ask someone who has about it!

Joyce Ashman

Jill Fenicle

Angela Laprocina

Mike Pheifer

Sally Attia

Katie Fitzgerald

Amy Lazor

Stacy Procopio

*Steve Floyd

Tina Lear

Lisa Reinker

Jen Gleason

Ethan Lee

Kelly Rigo

Eric Bauman
f

Alysha Bowen
Becky Bowers

i

[

H

Nicole Levero

Cyndi Scalzo
*Katy Slattery

Stephanie Bowling

Christy Hanson

Kristen Lewis

John Burke

Kathy Harrison

Sharon Lewis

Yvonne Canada
1

Lisa Gronostoj

*Martha Hartenstein

*Jeff Liggett

Jennifer Slicer
Sheri Stauffer

Megan Carey

Jane Herder

Craig Martin

Jason Carl

Kelly Hickle

•Dawn Mays

Chris Carlton

Jenny Ingrao

Danielle McConnell Kristi Stuart

Katie Carroll

Leigh Ann Kalb

Michelle Mclaughlin TimSwann

Natasha Champney ♦Nicole King

* Served with Choice of 2 Side Onains

Bar-B-Q Half Chicken

$122

Smoked Bar-B-Q Chicken
Bar-B-Q Smoked Beef Briaket

$122
8122

Roasted Whole ChickenrSen*. 2)

J10.99

Bar-B-Q Pork

Ota—I

Jenny Meyer

Stephanie Szabo

Cristin Coco

JayKirsch

Lisa Meyers

Mcrryl Taylor

.

Chuck Conrad

Jennifer Klaus

Megan Meyer

Brenda Teeter

Lorraine Diaz

Sue Klein

Kim Mileti

Nicole Ullman

Matthew Miller

Jessica Walker

KenNeal

Shanon Walls

•Todd Kleismit

Jen Donahoe

Rosalie Labate

M,ichael Duvall

Jenni Lacinak

Stephanie Palm

Kellie Lamb

Marc Palmer

*Erin Fagan

$3,93

Hfla

Bar fl-g Smohtd

Smoked Sausage
Bar-B-Q Chopped Beef

83.99

Beef Brisket
Bar-B-Q Pork
Smoked Sausage'
Bar-B-Q Chopped Beef

ma

Bar B-9 Spare Bttj
Baby Back Rlbi

ma

$122

$7,99

in-99

Gru/.iti'x
Potato china
Baked Beana
Corn-on-the-Cob

.49

Colealaw

£2. Potato Salad
.69 Macaroni Salad

■89

.98
39.

Jaiaoeno Pickle .49 French Friea
.99
Onion Rinn tX22
Blazerg AIT-American ChtcVen Winga t2J3.
Don, Not Include Oniom A Chicken Winai

-Lunch

UM

HAS.
$6.49

$4,99 $122
15,49—1122

6 DIFFERENT SAUCES TO CHPQSE FROM
Texajt-Mfld ,:
Kansas-Spiccy
Louiiiaaa-Hot
Memphis-Sweet &
Carolina-Sweet & Spicey
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Bar-B-Q dinners

Chuck Wacon
Sandwiches
Served with Chaict rfOn Graiin'i Sidt Diih

1
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BARBEQUE
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On This Date
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During her addiction, she said,
she holed up in her Los Angeles
home for months at a time, never
answering the phone and barely
eating.
"Everything is centered on getting that drug," she said.

Kathy Williams
'Denotes Executive
Board Member

Come to our next meeting, Wednesday at 9pm in Room 105BA.
Free food and drinks!
!■■■■■■■■■■■■——■——■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■!

50C OFF

any Chuck wagon Sandwhlch
Smoked Bar-B-Q Chicken • Bar-B-Q Pork
□„ □.:-_
SmoUd Samoa.* Bar-B-Q Chopped Beef
*?««
Bar-B-Q Qvop^i Barf Brnkat
$3.99
Smtnd Wilh On* Sidt Grmjn. (Onion Rings A Cfcckan Winos,
Present Coupon Whan Ordering • Not Valid With Any
Olner Oftor • limit One) Per Customer • Expire* 2/2895

$1 OFF
Any Bar-B-Que
Lunch Or Dinner
Prawn! Coupon WU Ordering • Not Valid With Any
Other OHar • limit One Par Customer • txpires 2/28/95
il.OOOBDV»jWAp^TeCBUAW<i8onSanci\mioW
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A Helping Hand

City plans Thurstin project
Local officials discuss railroad safety week, possible new store
Nicole Pankuch
The BG News

The BG Ncwi/Roi■ Wcltincr

Michelle Chesnic (left), notes, "It's a good feeling to see people
smiling after a warm meal."

City Council adopted legislation at Monday night's meeting to
begin accepting bids on a project
to widen Thurstin Avenue.
The Ohio Department of
Transportation
sent the council
a resolution
concerning the
improvement
of Thurstin
Avenue, according to Colleen Smith,
municipal administrator.
The resolution stated that the state has es-

Fair targets job-seekers
Ann L. Snyder
The BG News
If students are looking for a
good way to begin their search
for a career or a cooperative education experience, they may
want to head over to the Grand
Ballroom for M.O.R.E.
Operation M.OJR.E. (Minorities
on the Road to Employment) will
take place Thursday from 3 to 6
p.m. In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
The fair is open to all majors
and ages ranging from freshmen
to graduate students, including
University alumni.

The focus of the day is not on
Forty-seven employers will
present a variety of opportuni- interviewing, although some
ties from full- time positions for interviews have taken place in
seniors and graduate students to the past, Stanford said.
"[The program] gives the stuinternships and co-op positions
dents an opportunity to learn how
for sophomores and juniors.
The fair will offer career ex- to sell themselves and get acploration and job placement op- quainted with meeting and
speaking with employers," Stantions.
According to David Stanford, ford said.
associate director of Cooperative
This year the career fair is
Education, the focus of the fair is
open to students from the Unithe underclassmen.
"We want to give the under- versity and the surrounding area
classmen exposure to employers," Stanford said. "The fair Over 10 colleges and universities
forces the students to look at from the Northwest Ohio area
their future."
have been invited.

timated $190,000 for Thurstin
Avenue's repairs and widening.
Out of that $190,000, the federal
Department of Transportation
will pay $170,000.
"The city already sent in a deposit of $21,000," Smith said.
"Once [construction] is completed, the city may have some
additional money to pay."
The resolution concerning the
money allocated for Thurstin
Avenue is to be returned to the
Ohio Department of Transportation by Feb. 16. However, construction will not begin until
later this spring to widen Thurstin Avenue from Ridge Street to
East Poe Road.
"[Construction] will begin by
the middle of April, but the city
will take construction bids by the
beginning of March," Smith said.
Smith announced to the council

that the city's Operation Lifesaver Week will take place from
Feb. 26 through March 3.
Operation Lifesaver Week will
stress the importance of railroad
safety to all citizens, Smith said.
"The city will do presentations
in all of the Wood County schools

At the crossing gates, Smith
said there will be police stationed
to "arrest" the cars that do run
the gates to emphasize that driving across gates when the crossing guards are down is illegal.
Joyce Kepke, president of City
Council, called an emergency ex-

"[Construction] will begin by the middle of
April, but the city will take construction bids
by the beginning of March."

Colleen Smith

municipal administrator
[about railroad safety]," Smith
said. "We are also trying to get a
passenger train into Bowling
Green to allow people to ride on
the train and see what happens
when cars run the [railroad]
gates."

ecutive session, which was
closed to the public, to discuss
legislation concerning the Planning Commission.
A public hearing on Feb. 21 at
7:20 p.m. will focus on the Best
Buy store. Smith said

USG
Continued from page one.

Stefancic cited the need for
more usable space, a greater variety of food services and an increase In computer availability
as possible targets for change.
"We feel that It's time to tum
the University Union into a student union," added USG Vice
President Bill Wilson. "USG has
taken the lead on this issue, and
we're hoping that other student
organizations will join the
effort."
A proposed amendment to Article 6 or the USG constitution
that will Increase the required

office hours of elected senators
was also passed.

lected the seven USG representatives for the newly-formed Student Budget Committee. The
USG President Jen Mathe, dis- committee will serve as the first
appointed by the amendment's recommending body in the Genprevious failure, expressed her eral Fee allocation process.
approval of the new vote
"It reaffirms the committment
USG representatives In the
of USG to the student body," Student Budget Committee inMathe said.
clude Mathe, treasurer Mike
Bersiek, at-large senator Michele
"I think the prior vote was in Gales, Todd Phelps from UAO,
inaccurate reflection of how Jeff Rodachy from the Campus
truly representative we attempt Escort Service, Stefancic and one
to be."
member of the Intercollegiate
USG cabinet members also se- Athletic Committee.

HOME FALCON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL WEDNESDAY us. CENTRAL - 7:30 PM!
Students, this SPUD's for you! Come sisn-up to be the COUCH POTATO, sponsored by Papa John's Pizza-

Seniors,

You're
Out!
of the 199 5 KEY
senior section
if you miss the last
portrait session now
underway!

■

This is your last session
and your last chance. Call now!

372-8086

Call The KEY office today, 372-8086, to
schedule your session with our professional
photographer. Schedule now to ensure a
convenient sitting time.

Walk-ins accepted! Come te 28 West Hall, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.;2- 6 p.m.
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Fire hits Ohio Northern

Attic
topples
infire,
kills one

Nasty Weather

Fraternity house blaze under investigation
"People were running over
here to get fire extinguishers,"
said Corey Less, who lives in a
residence hall near the Sigma Pi
House, which was built in 1971.
Two other fraternity houses and
two halls in the circle were not
threatened.
University spokesman Jack
Jeffrey said a student saw flames
shooting into a hallway, called
911 and alerted other students.

The Associated Press

ADA, Ohio ~ Christopher Cole
remembers the flames and the
fear.
"There was just fire all over
me," Cole said Monday, Just
hours after escaping a fire that
swept through the Sigma Pi
fraternity house in the heart of
Ohio Northern University's
Fraternity Circle.
"It spread really fast. Everyone was just running. There
wasn't any time to put it out," he
said.
Fourteen students and a security guard were injured when the
fire broke out on the second floor
of the three-story brick building
that housed 25 students. Two of
the students remained in serious
Jack Jeffrey
condition Monday afternoon. The
ON U spokesman
cause of the fire was unknown.
The State Fire Marshal's office
was investigating.
"All the students worked
Cole returned to his second- together to make sure they got
floor room after the fire to re- everybody out It was just after
trieve some clothes and to check midnight, so a lot of the students
on a friend's pet boa constrictor. were up. It was a real team
The snake was dead. The effort," he said.
whereabouts of two pet cats was
Monty Siekerman, another
unknown.
spokesman at the school in
But house mascot Princess, a northwestern Ohio midway between Toledo and ColumSus, said
Great Dane, escaped uninjured.
Some students tried to put out he didn't know how the fire startthe fire that broke out shortly ed.
"There have been a bunch of
after midnight Sunday.

"All the students
worked together to
make sure they got
everybody out."

rumors about what caused the
fire. But right now, we just don't
know what happened," he said.
The fire probably started on
the second floor, where the bedrooms are located, Ada Fire
Chief Jay Eploy said. He described the floor as "unllvable"
after the fire. No damage estimate was available.
House residents will be moved
temporarily to dorms, Siekerman
said. He did not know when they
would be allowed to move back
in.
David Gatchel, 21, of Jacksonville, and Michael Coonfare, 21,
of Columbus, were in serious
condition Monday at the bum
unit of St. Vincent Hospital in
Toledo.
At Memorial Hospital in Lima,
Dave Mortimer, 18, of Zanesville-,
Stephen Fugi, 20, of Grove City;
and Michael Basile, 20, of
Sharon, Pa., were upgraded from
fair condition to good. They suffered burns and smoke inhalation.
The other 10 were treated and
released, including Garrett Molands, a university security officer who inhaled smoke at the
scene, then complained of chest
pains.
Siekerman said the community
has offered to help the students,

The Associated Press

TIFFIN - A resident who died
in a fire at a group home for the
mentally ill was trapped when
the attic collapsed, a fire official
said.
The body of Thomas Cof f man,
S3, was found in an upstairs bedroom in the two-story brick
home, Deputy Fire Chief Ed
Schwab said Monday.
Four residents of the home escaped unharmed from the fire
Sunday.
Authorities at first believed
there had been an explosion,
Schwab said. Neighbors reported
hearing a popping sound, then an
explosion.
"At this point, what was
termed as an explosion was more
than likely the noise of the structural collapse," Schwab said.
"It's believed that the fire was
burning for some time in the attic
and the attic collapsed into the
bedroom, which trapped the victim."

AP Pholo/Tom Uklnun

A City of Cincinnati Waterworks crew repairs a water main
break that sprayed water 40 feet into the air, coating nearby
powerli nes and trees Monday in Blue Ash, Ohio, a suburb of Cincinnati.

Former Ohio governor off hook
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - The Ohio Supreme
Court has rejected on a tie'vote a request
to take another look at a ruling that
upheld former Gov. Richard Celeste's
disputed death row commutations.
A motion for reconsideration failed on
a 3-3 vote, the court said Monday.
The court's newest member. Justice
Deborah Cook, did not participate. She

took office in January and had not heard
the original case.
Chief Justice Thomas Mover, Justice
Craig Wright, and Judge John Evans of
the 3rd Ohio District Court of Appeals
voted to deny a reconsideration that
former Attorney General Lee Fisher had
requested. Evans was sitting for Justice
Paul Pfeirer.
Justices Andrew Douglas, Alice Roble
Resnick and F.E. Sweeney voted to grant
reconsideration.

The court ruled Dec. 30 that Celeste acted legally when, shortly before leaving
office in 1991, he changed to life prison
terms the sentences of seven inmates
facing execution.
Making up the majority in that 4-3 decision were Moyer, Wright, Evans and
former Justice A. W. Sweeney.
At issue was whether governors were
free to grant commutations or were limited as a result of laws that require them
to act through the Ohio Adult Parole Au-

thority.
Justices said the Ohio Constitution authorizes the Legislature to regulate the
application process for pardons but not
commutations or reprieves.
Since the December ruling, two legislators have proposed a constitutional
amendment to prevent a future governor
from following Celeste's example.
Attorney General Betty Montgomery
supports such an amendment, as did Fisher.

A wall of the house fell on the
front lawn.
Schwab said the cause of the
fire had not been determined.
Coffman, formerly of Akron,
had been living in the home for
about three weeks, said Sharon
Gase, owner of the home. She
said he was a former factory
worker.
Gase owns several group
homes in this northwest Ohio city
for mentally ill clients.
Tiffin is about 40 miles southeast of Toledo.

Service Directory
If you business would like to be
included in our monthly Service
Directory - Please contact Tracy
Stoll or Colleen Markwood at
372-2606

Rental
Rent any video at regular prior, and
receive Mcond rental for only 99*.
•Delivery "Frse pick-up
•Fri-Sat12-3am

LATE NITE VIDEO
140E.WOOSTER
354-5283

€ ^ ^ >% xe >£
A VEDA products available at

THE HAIR GALLERY
165 N. Main St.
352-HAIR (4247)

'25% off with ]id% off retail
selected Stylists ■
purchuces

FIESTA
Hair & Tanning
352-9763
W 15 Visits For Only $25.00+ ^T

First Visit Free
832 S. Main (next to subway)

Heel & Sole Shoe Repair
• Shoe care items
• Leather goods
• Birkenstock soles
150 S. Main 353-0199
M-F 9-5:30; Sat 9-Noon

_7ie Wave

|Hoir Solon

$5.00

353.WAlf5

Cheryl Levin - owner
Personal attention in
perms, haircutting.
color & skincarc

off any service
for new clients
FULL SFRVICE SALON

(fO

10% off Matrix and
Paul-Mitchell

1135 1/2 E. Court St.
Titus Reality Courtyard)

Pnviurtfi

^ S-= 3- 2< ^ >

T.O.'s

campus
comer

y

352-3365
900 E. Wooster
(across from Kohl Hall)

Letus

Salon & Tanning
Manicure $10 - French Manicure 012
352-2812

• Macintosh and PC Publishing
Color Scanning 1200 DPI
No W9i0tt0fM, PwpOttt$,
Manuals, B/ocnunn,
Assumes and Business
Cards are Just s fsw of our
D^jick print. ir»c
Business Piintino Services.
Specializing In Color Printing
Professional Bindery Dept
msoutiMsm
World wide FAX service
Bowing Orson, OH - Four High Tech Copiers
I
(418)362-6782
- Laser Prints only 25 cent*

Colored Ink

3-13.95

**M< AWl

l.l.l Ilk —
Iwkr I MM tor
"» RM. T-SMTII. .

Isessiea.ee, A
c.., »j, MM'
" sflT

V

With one Paid Game

1010 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Oh.

JU-Marlanc*

352-4637

KAROAKE
AT THE STRIKE ZONE LOUNGE
FRI & SAT. 9 PM- 2:30 AM

Good Anytime Open
Bowling is Available.
One coupon per person.
OFFER VALID THRU
5-30-95

* KNAUSS BOOY SHOP

HQiauss 'Body Shop
SUTTONW0O0 AVE
CHURCH ST.
SOUTH MAM ST.

13 Visits For Only $25 Plus...
First Visit Free
1084 S. Main (Court Yard Sq.)

emMmmmmtmamk Expires

AI-MarLaneJi ONE FREE GAME ,

personalize your
Valentine Shirt!

FEirjier'iOTCK

SRSSfSfiP.

mJX^£?SSSU

Complete Collision Service
540 S. Maple
Bowling Green,
NORTH MAM ST.
Ohio 43402

Phone: (419) 352-3649
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Clinton, Reagan
favor approval
of line-item veto
David Espo
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The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Trying to win one more for the Gipper, the
' House moved toward passage Monday of line-item veto legislation designed to strengthen a president's ability to cut wasteful
federal spending.
Majority Republicans timed the vote for the 84th birthday of
the ailing former President Reagan, who long sought such authority, and readied a yellow cake with butter cream frosting to
celebrate Its passage. President Clinton also favors the measure,
and Democratic aides said it was likely to command a large
majority.
As an example of the type of spending that could be cut. Rep.
Joe Knollenberg, R-Mich., said a bill to provide California
earthquake relief last year grew to encompass $10 million for a
train station In New York and funds for sugar cane growers in
Hawaii.
"This week, we're going to give the president, whoever the
president is, the tools to help balance the budget," Rep. BUI
Baker, R-Calif, said.
Critics said the measure would tip the constitutional balance
of powers toward the president at Congress' expense and would
do relatively little to erase federal deficits currently running at
roughly $200 billion annually.
The measure was part of the "Contract With America" that
Republicans rode to victory in last November's elections. House
approval would send it to the Senate, where a tough fight is expected.
House Republicans are working against a self-inyrased
100-day deadline for passage of their ambitious program of less
government and lower taxes. Several crime bills are expected to
reach the House floor this week, and committees were meeting
on welfare reform and an overhaul of laws relating to civil litigation.
In the Senate, debate dragged through a sixth day on a Housepassed balanced budget amendment to the Constitution. With
the outcome in doubt, the first votes are expected later this
week on Democratic attempts to force Republicans to outline
the spending cuts they'd use to erase federal deficits.
Clinton is the most recent in a line of presidents who favor the
line-item veto ~ a power that 43 governors possess.
Reagan, who served two terms ending in 1989, is suffering
from Alzheimer's disease, an irreversible neurological disorder.

UNIVERSITY UTWON
♦Best Values on Campus

TL1 DAY
I'lll \S\M IC04MI

Tijuana
Tuesday

$5.20
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WASHINGTON - President
Clinton unveiled a $1.61 trillion
!;'.'"
budget for 1996 on Monday that
£*•« LV*0*SMo<*
mixes mild tax relief and spending reductions with a sharp message to Repub|
""■«»»U»i»j.... ,
licans comMb 11
manding Congress: you want
nMmtMlrai
I "'III ■ *
.
deeper cuts, go
find them.
I T""""-"—■»•>.«.
GOP leaders
said they eventually would do
-™,
I
just that to
finance their
CUNTON
hugely expensive promises of even bigger tax
reductions while balancing the
budget. And In their own political
attack, they accused Clinton of
failing to rein in red ink.
"Without the president's
leadership, I don't know where
APPhMo/DcaliPlqula we are going," taunted Senate
Health Secretary Donna Shalala holds billboards proclaiming before Budget Committee Chairman
and after proposals for the consolidations of Health Department pro- Pete Domenici, R-N.M. "You will
grams during a news conference In Washington Monday to discuss the not get a balanced budget withdepartment's 1996 fiscal budget.
out the leadership of the presiI^T-*^.,

Al

Al

Continued from page one. .
Simpson behaved strangely at
the recital. In which his daughter
Sydney, then 8, participated.
"He had a very bizarre look in
his eyes, it was a very faraway
look," Brown said. "It was actually really kind of spooky. It was a
frightening look."
As she spoke, Simpson shook
his head and smiled In disbelief.
Brown continued to describe
his look that evening as "glazed-

AI

Al

Al

over, kind of frightening, dark
eyes. It just didn't look like the
OJ. we knew."
In the school recital hall, she
said, Simpson did not acknowledge his ex-wife but greeted
other family members. He took a
chair and sat in a comer apart
from the others.
"Every time I turned around he
was staring at Nicole," Brown
said.

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
is now accepting
applications & deposits

For
Summer and Fall 1995!
Featuring
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 B.R. Furn./Unfurn.
• 1 & 2 Full Baths
► 3 Great Locations
»Heat Included

CALL 352-9135

I OPEN 4:30-7™
Al

M

Al

!

gWinthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications?
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Brown, 37, has publicly declared her belief that Simpson
killed her sister and Ronald
Goldman hours after the recital.
. As Brown described her
sister's last hours, tears
streamed down her face. In the
courtroom's front row, her
father, Louis Brown, took off his
glasses and wiped away his tears.
Brown said that after the recital, the family, without Simpson,
went to dinner at Mezzaluna, the
restaurant where Goldman was a
waiter. After dinner, she said,
"We got up and we walked out,
and Nicole was going to go get
some Ice cream with the kids."
Brown wept harder as she said
of her sister "She was happy."
"We'd made so many plans,"
Brown said. "We were going to
take the kids on a camping trip,
we were going to go to Yosemite
and we were going to a Club Med;
we were going to just do everything with the children."
Then, in a gentle crossexamination style, defense attorney Robert Shapiro began his
effort to show jurors that Brown
had changed history In her mind
after the murders and was exaggerating the problems of Simpson and her sister.
He suggested some of her recollections would be contradicted by others who were present

Al' A!

Al

W Al

CONGRATULATIONS
t
DELTA
GAMMAS *

OUTSTANDING NEW INmATES
Kim Breisacher
Alicia CastigHone
AmyDasco
Heather Yoakam
Erin William i
Victoria
Jennifer Mikesell
Jennifer Mattice
Andrea Duck

AmieeMumma
Jessica Stone
Jaime Steadman
Hallie Wagner
Laurie Robb
Panza JoySchultz
Kim Maznik
SAraHetadel
Erin Hull
Outstanding Pledge
Andrea Duck

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS

* Amy Benedict
Michelle Beverly
* MelanieBuerk
Kristen Carpenter
* DinaDieglio
Heather Flockerzie
Jen Gandolfi
Amanda Hall
Maura H assay
Kelly Hunt
Laurie Robb
• Denotes 4.0

Amy Scott
Elizabeth Guckenberger
AmyWiesner
Jennifer Knott
Amanda Hall
Jen Ross
Christine Miller
Jenn Lopresto
Julie Brown

Jennifer Mercuno
* Stacy Darnell
Melissa Pecano
* Amy Pfisterer
■k Amy Scott
* Tracy Stott
* Holly Thompson
* Lisa Young
Jennifer Mikesell
AmieeMumma
Jessica Stone

OUTSTANDING NEW OFFICERS
CHAPTER PROGRAMMING

OUTSTANDING NEW OFFICERS
EXECUTIVE BOARD
President
VP. CPP..
•VP. Pledge Ed.
VP.Ruah
VP. Scholarship
SUPanhel
Treasurer
House Manager
Recording Sec

dent."
In the first fiscal outline that a
Democratic president has sent a
GOP-controlled Congress since
1948, Clinton heeded the popular
mood by emphasizing downsizing
and efficiency. There is no general tax increase, the Energy Department and four other agencies
are shrunk and more than 400
mostly small programs are slashed or combined.
"We're not cutting government
blindly," Clinton said as he introduced his blueprint for the fiscal
year that starts Oct. 1. "We're
clearing away yesterday's
government to make room for
the solutions to the problems we
face today and tomorrow."
The budget's centerpiece is
$144 billion In savings for the
next five years, when the
government will spend nearly $9
trillion.
Clinton would use $63 billion of
the reductions to lower taxes for
millions of middle-income families and savers, and the remaining $81 billion to steady annual
deficits at about the $200 billion
See 8UDCET, page seven.
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I» All students meal plan
cord* accepted

.
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IncI: Complete satod bar. toco
salad, baked potato and
unlimited beverage.

5-7IMI

Alan Fram
The Associated Press

I »U».

Make your own
tacoa, fajttaa,
burrltos and
chhnlchangaf.

$6.95
Ori;>
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wWinthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications'"
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Steak

Clinton budget
cuts spending,
reduces taxes
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V.P. Social Standards
Corresponding Sec
Rituals
Foundation
Anchora
Activities
Fraternity Awareness
Sponorship
Wefl Aware
Cohimnae

Watch For Our Upcoming Anchor Splash social

Holly Thompson
Janet Dragonette
Amy Pfisterer
KateMateskh
Maura H assay
Tara Lynn Scare
BethFiris
LisaYomw
Stacy PameU
Steph Olson
Jodi Pierce

during three incidents she outlined, including Brown's former
boyfriends.
Darden was the first to bring
out the fact that Brown is a recovering alcoholic, and under
cross-examination she acknowledged she could not remember
how many drinks she had on the
nights of the three key incidents.
Last week. Brown told jurors
that an enraged Simpson hurled
his wife against a wall and tossed
her and her friends out of his
house when Brown accused him
of taking her sister Nicole for
granted.
She also described a scene at a
restaurant-bar where she said
the former football star grabbed
his wife's crotch and declared,
"This belongs to me."
Resuming her account of the
blowup at Simpson's mansion in
the early 1980s, Brown said
Monday that Simpson's face was
contorted with rage that night.
"His whole facial structure
changed; everything changed
about him," Brown said. "It
wasn't as If it was O.J. anymore."
She also said that Simpson berated his wife as "a fat pig" when
she was pregnant.
"She'd just sit there," Brown
said. "She really didn't do anything. She got quiet"
After her children were born,
Ms. Simpson began running and
lost weight, Brown said, and her
husband was pleased.
"He loved it," she testified.
"[He'd say] 'Look at her. She
looks great. She's mine.' She was
always like a possession."

AVAILABLE
RENTALS FOR I

95-96
1 Bedroom
• 117 N Main
• 320 Elm St.
• 114 S Main
For More
Information
ICall NEWLOVEl
Rentals
352-5620
|Our Only Office!
I • The Rental Agency voted »]
[bytheBC NEWS tor 1994!
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Japan
studies
buildings

U.S.-Russian
cooperation
stellar event
ByMARCIADUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla Two 100-ton spaceships - the
biggest ever to converge in
space - flew in formation just
37 feet apart Monday in the
first U.S.-Russian rendezvous
in 20 years.
"Unbelievable," Discovery's
commander said.
"Almost like a fairy tale,"
Mir's commander said.
It almost didn't happen. Russian space officials gave in at
the last minute, allowing Discovery and its crew of six to
creep close despite fears that a
leaking jet would damage
equipment on Mir.
"We are bringing our spaceships closer together. We are
bringing our nations closer
together," Discovery's commander, James Wetherbee,
said at the moment of closest
approach in the mission, a
dress rehearsal for the first
shuttlc-Mir docking in June.
Wetherbee repeated his
message in Russian for the
benefit of the three Mir cosmonauts, and station com-

mander Alexander Viktorenko
replied that all nine space
travelers were involved in the
"greatest profession God could
give anyone."
The moment, he said, was
"almost like a fairy tale ... almost too good to be true"
The encounter began 245
miles above the Pacific Ocean
and lasted just 13 minutes, climaxing at 2:20 p.m. EST as
both spaceships circled Earth
at 17,500 mph.
Spectacular video scenes
beamed down from Mir
showed Discovery just 400 feet
away and closing.
A corner of the sprawling
Mir station could be seen in
some shots, with a cloudcovered, blue planet as the
backdrop.
At the same time, Discovery's cameras zoomed in on Mir.
NASA simultaneously broadcast both images on its-television circuit.
Discovery's Russian crew
member, Vladimir Tltov, was
seen smiling and waving from
a shuttle window at the Mir
cosmonauts.
Titov, who spent a year on

Joseph Coleman
The Associated Press

APPtiale/NASATV

This video view of the space shuttle Discovery from the Russian space station Mir was made during a
rendezvous Monday in this Image from NASA TV. The awestruck astronauts and cosmonauts gazed and
waved at one another as Discovery stopped Just 400 feet away from the massive T-shaped Russian outpost.
Mir in the late 1980s, talked
almost continuously with the
cosmonauts via ship-to-ship
radio to keep them informed of
Discovery's movements.
It was the first encounter between U.S. and Russian spacecraft since the 1975 ApolloSoyuz docking and required

some of the most precise steering in 14 years of space shuttle
flight. The Apollo and Soyuz
capsules were considerably
smaller.
It was Discovery's 57th orbit,
the 51,263rd for Mir, part of
which has been in orbit for

Russian bombers BUDGET
attack factories

nine years.
After the close approach,
Wetherbee backed the shuttle
400 feet away and began a
flyaround of Mir so his crew
could photograph the entire
station. NASA wants these photos to prepare for the June
docking by Atlantis.

Special "Valentines from the Mcart
Just for your Valentine

Continued from page six.

It was plain that Clinton's
strategy was to let the GOP find
its own savings — and bear any
public hostility that results. Republicans have so far revealed
Yet the savings yielded are but none of their plans, which they
an anthill compared with the task say they hope to nail down by the
Congress' new Republican chief- spring.
tains have set for themselves.
To trim the budget, Clinton
Their proposed tax cuts would
cost nearly $200 billion, and their proposed cutting military spendpledge to balance the budget by ing, selling federal assets rangthe year 2002 would take another ing from excess uranium to
$1.2 trillion in savings, according power-producing dams and elimto the nonpartisan Congressional inating another 36,000 government jobs.
Budget Office.

level through the decade. The
bottom line for 1996: red ink of
$196.7 billion, $4.2 billion more
than is expected in 1995.

Dave Carpenter
The Associated Press

ALKHAN-YURT, Russia - Russian forces attacked Chechnya's
capital region from the air Monday, targeting petrochemical plants in
maneuvers one rebel leader described as acts of frustration.
"It means they're losing hope of taking Grozny," said Salaudin Kitayev, a Chechen commander, standing on the outskirts of AlkhanYurt as Russian fighter-bombers dropped their cargo. "Otherwise,
they'd save the factories or themselves."
Russia has been unable to take Grozny, the secessionist republic's
capital, despite a ferocious five-week offensive. Fierce fighting also
was reported Monday on the ground in Grozny south of the Sunzha
River, a rough front line for weeks.
The air attacks quickened the exodus from the capital, once home
to 400,000 people. Marina Bersanova, 30, left in a bus with her two
terrified children Monday.
"The planes were flying literally right over our houses," Bersanova
said when she arrived in Nazran, capital of neighboring Ingushetia
"It is impossible to live there any longer."
The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees on Monday sent a
14-member team to help implement an international relief operation
for 160,000 refugees from Chechnya
The mission included experts in logistics, transport, storage,
protection and communications. They flew to Vladikavkaz, the capital of North Ossetia, near Chechnya
There are an estimated 90,000 displaced people in Ingushetia,
65,000 in Daghestan and 5,000 in Ossetia

♦

KOBE, Japan - Shocked by extensive damage to underground
shopping malls and subway train
tunnels from the deadly Jan. 17
earthquake, Japan is studying
whether its building rules need to
be toughened.
Underground structures had
been believed less vulnerable
than buildings above ground because they are cushioned by surrounding soil, Construction Ministry officials said today.
But even subway station pillars, presumed to be safe from
damage, were destroyed by the
quake.
Officials said the destruction
has led to a rethinking of previous standards for underground
construction, which had been encouraged by Japan's land shortage in urban areas.
Kobe city officials said they
don't yet have exact figures on
the amount of underground destruction.
About 70 percent of those
killed suffocated under collapsed
homes, according to Kobe University pathologist Akiyoshi Nishimura.
Another 20 percent died of
head injuries or broken necks
from falling structures and objects.
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Midnight >lBKirTf,,,,,,,,ff,,,,,,,, $29
We've ukrn a black top bat, rarned tl ap alaa do -n and rUlea
U wtib roaaa and a bottla of cbaapaatM babble bath for a
•paelal loach of eaaftc for jour Valaoitnal

lluakrl of Love, ..»..»..».,. ...... (24.95
T hi* aiuqee aiatal baakal lutaraa a bright nt haart on lae
front and U Oiled villa rea roaaa and dalelee to pal a aalla ba
you, ValaaiLna'a hian.
We're Made for EaetaOlhtr....,„,„,, 111.15
Two adorabla whita Toddy Baara ha.a wrappad laenaervee
around a bad veae of roaaa to convey your Manage of Ian to
year Valentine.

You Opened My Heart,....,.,..,,., $14.95
We found aa open red heart container thai we tilled wkh a
roea and carnation to let your Valentine know how atech you

Red»mYourLove,.,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,. $9.95
What fan to find a bud vaee filled with carnationa and a book
fillad wllh redeemable Love Yoa Ceepaae.
Chooae from one of the above epaclal Valentine arraageiaenta
or let uae deeien a apecial arrangement to abow yonrValenllna
now much you caral A Lao yoa can chooae from oar wide
aeloctlon of pLanta and Valentine gifle to eend yoar meeeafe of
love to yoar Valentine.
Order tarty • Supry iK limited
Special VjienliM's Day Hours
Sunday 1 00 p m -100 pm
Uoroly & Tuesday MO ML - MO p.m

fleo/ Horn Hon-Tinra 930-5 30. Fti »3fnX S. OHM

The Flower Basket
165 S. Main (Downtown)
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Call 352-6395 • We Deliverl

MID AM MANOR
• NOWRENTING*

♦
♦

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.

t

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

[641 Third St Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 3522-438CU

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
•841 Eighth St.
• 733Manville
• 755Manville
•777 Manville

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St
• Rockledge Manor
(84O&850 Sixth St.)

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

CALL US TODAY
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 10 to 2
113 Railroad St.
352-9302
(next to Kinko't)

HURRY-DONJT GET LOCKED OUTQ

Enjoy Good Living In Piedmont and
Birchwood Place Apartments!

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-0378
Office hour* - Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 -1:00

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Special Features:
880 + sq. ft. per apartment
2 bedrooms -1 1/2 baths
• central Gas heating with Individual
apartment controls
• available furnished or unfurnished
• L-shaped living-dining area with
balcony
• Insulated window glass
• sliding glass doors to balcony
• fast recovery Oas water heating
• twin beds in each bedroom
• built-in vanity In hallway
• linen closet
• resident paid utilities
• 60 two bedroom apartments

wall-to-wall carpeting
sound conditioned Interior
cable TV available
kitchen comes equipped
with a Gas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steel
sink
extra large closets
carpeted halls and inside
entrances
Ample off street parking
Gas-equipped laundry area
available in each apartment
building

Call or stop
in for a complete
listing of all available Apts..
• Columbia Court Apartments - 8 Left
• Field Manor Apartments - 4 Left
• Frazee Avenue Apartments -15 Left
• nidge Manor Apartments - Full

All Close To Campus

Greehbriar Inc.

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

(Indoor ktaimd swimming pool, laaaa, Hydra - Spa Whirlpool, complete
aouapmaal, eomplota lockor room and ihoworfac'ditioi.)

ask about our other listings
"■"■"■"■"•■■"■"■"■■■"■"."■".■«■«"«"•*"•• "■"■"■"■"■"■"■ "■ "■ "i

244 E. Wooster

Check out our
Summer listings.

35&Q717!
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Ailing health hurts swim team
Mike Wilson
The BC News
Poor health and a lack of production spelled defeat for the
Bowling Green swimming and
diving teams this past weekend.
Ball State University rolled
over the Falcon men, 175-68, Saturday afternoon, dropping Bowling Green's Mid-American Conference record to 0-5.
"[Ball State] just dominated us
In every phase of the meet," head

coach Brian Gordon said.
The men's team entered Friday's contest without the services of three main contributors.
Tom Stoltz and Paul Mahar were
sidelined battling the flu, while
Mark Klapper Is still recovering
from mononucleosls.
With the absence of Stoltz, Mahar and Klapper, the Falcons
managed only two wins. Tim
Rogers won the 200-yard freestyle, while Guenter Miller took
first place in the 200-yard butter-

fly.
"We ran Into a stone wall, and
it knocked us on our keisters,"
Gordon said. "The best thing we
can say about the Ball State meet
is that it's behind us."
The women's side of the meet
offered a little more excitement,
but the same result, as Ball State
won 163-137. The win marked
BSU's first victory ever against
Bowling Green in women's
swimming.
"It's like the same thing we've

been talking about for the past
several weeks," Gordon said.
"It's the broken record where
we're getting the same people
every week doing the job, and the
people who should be fighting for
second and third places - we're
just not getting any production
from them."
Cheryl Patteson continued her
domination of conference competition, winning three individual
events and placing second on the
200-yard medley relay team.

Jen O'Rourke won the 200-yard
Individual medley and placed
second in three other events.
Alicia Kelso, who has been
hampered by a groin injury for
the past month, placed second in
the 100-yard breaststroke and
200-yard breaststroke races and
placed fifth in the 100-yard butterfly.
"Sometimes that's frustrating
for a coach to see," Gordon said.
"When you have somebody that's
been Injured and really has no

business even being in the meet,
and they're fighting harder to try
and help the team win than some
of the other people that are
healthy."
For the BG diving team, Trad
Sanderson placed first on the
one-meter board and took third
place in three-meter action.
The women are off until Feb.
23, when they'll compete In the
MAC championships. The men
travel to Columbus this weekend
to face The Ohio State Buckeyes.

Women take second in Kent Netters drop
tough match
to Ohio State
Scott Seltz
The BC News

The Bowling Green women's
and men's track teams competed
In separate events over the
weekend, but neither came out on
top. The women ran at the
Kent Invitational and
earned a second place finish, while the
men competed
at the Mayo Invite, a non-scored meet.
Two B G
women won events at the meet.

Sophomore Kaleitha Johnson
took the top spot in the 200-meter
dash with a time of 2S.35 and set
a Kent Field House record. Junior Tracey Losi also triumphed in
the 5,000-meter with a time of
17:21.04.
"I'm pretty pleased with the
second-place finish," women's
coach Steve Price said. "I feel we
would have defeated Kent If we
had all our girls healthy.
"I'm again delighted with the
performance of Kaleitha Johnson, who scored 26 3/4 paints on
her own. This meet gives us
excellent preparation for the
MAC Invite this month because
we will run on the very same
' track."

The women do not contend
again until the All-Ohio Championships in Columbus on Feb.
18.
The men's squad boasted one
winner and two placers in the
Mayo Invite at Notre Dame on
Saturday.
Sophomore Adam Rose won the
shot put with a throw of 54-4172.
Sophomore Travis Downey
also placed with a pole vault of
16-3. Senior Tim Arndt placed

sixth in the 800 with a time of
1:53.82.

"Adam Rose and Travis Downey both showed great effort this
weekend," men's coach Sid Sink
said.

"This meet will hopefully prepare us for a very tough meet
this coming weekend at the Central Collegiate Championships at
the University of Michigan,"
Sink added.

"I'm pretty pleased with the second-place
finish. I feel we could have defeated Kent if
we had all our girls healthy.
Steve Price
women's track coach

st Company Inc.
525 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, OH
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The Bowling Green men's
tennis team has been playing
some spirited tennis but continues to find itself on the
short end of
the stick.
Friday's
match
against Ohk
State ended
in a surprising loss, 4-3.
"I'm real
disappointed
we lost to
OSU. This
was a match that we should
have won. We need to come
down here and believe we can
win,'* BG head coach Dave
Morinsaid.
The result of the match
rested on the outcome of the
doubles matches. Milan Ptak
and Dave Anderton defeated
the Buckeyes' Marc Wurtzman and Jordan Freedman,
8-4.
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The BC News
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The other two doubles
matches ended in tiebreakers.
Andrew Bonser and Marc Ciochetto lost their tiebreaker,
7-4, and the match, 9-8. Also
losing their tiebreaker point
was Adam Tropp and Seth
Dimling, 7-5. OSU won the
match, 9-8.

The usually strong second
half of the Falcon singles
lineup failed to produce a win
this time around.
In the fourth singles match,
OSU's Scott Wiles defeated
Dave Anderton, 63, 6-4. Joel
Terman lost at fifth singles,
6-4, 62, to Kwo Iwamoto. Ohio
State's John Leach defeated
BG's Ryan Gabel in sixth singles, 6-3,7-5.
"Our four through six
players are equal to our top
three players, and for our
team not to take one set is a
poor showing for us," Morin
said.
The top three singles
matches all went three sets.
No. 1 singles player Bonser
defeated Ohio State's Jason
Homorody, 1-6, 7-6, 6-3. Homorody was rated No. 22 in
the region.
"[Bonser] has had some
good matches in his career,
but this is probably one of his
biggest," Morin said.
Tropp pulled out a win in his
second singles match, downing Evan Klee. Tropp reinjured his sprained ankle.but
fought the adversity and won,
64,3-6,7-6.
Ptak gathered another victory in defeating Wurtzman,
62,67,7-5. The win raised his
overall record to 14-3.
The defeat dropped Bowling
Green's record to 1-3.

Valentines fs Day
"Love Notes"
Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. Ton
can even add a color to your message for 85 to make it extra special.

r
Name.

**$&>!

ONE LARGE PIZZA
w/cheese & 1 topping

|| Address,

_
1x5
▼ Display ad
-»
up to 60
▼
words
$30

1x3
Display ad
up to 35
words
$10

Soc#.
'' Phone #_
Size 01x8 -$10 01x5- 820
□ Classified ■ 9
Color □ YES
WordCotmt
Message:

NO COUPON NECESSARY
• Limited time offer
• BG store only
No other coupon or discount
with this offer

|353-0044|
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1045 N. Main St/
Bowling Green

ClNO = *.

Classified ad
3 line minimum
80 * per line
Trlshia,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Whol
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Baseball talks Gymnasts still struggling
going nowhere
Randy Setter
The BC News

Nearly six months after the
strike began, revisit the owners
and players and the only thing
that has definitely changed is
this: each side is hundreds of millions of dollars poorer.
That would be enough to get
most people to do some things
differently. Not this bunch.
They're stuck in the same place,
affecting the same poses, regarding each other with the same contempt and clinging to the same
wrongheaded notions they held
when this dispute began.
And from the look of things, it
will end, soon, the way it always
has - with the players accepting
unconditional surrender.
A respect for tradition might
be one of baseball's few remaining charms, but this is getting ridiculous. More and more the
script for the negotiations seems
to have been cribbed from
Groundhog Day. Except that the
romantic interest and the
comedy and all the redeeming
values were left on the cuttingroom floor.
The backdrops for the talks
shift, the proposals get called by
different names, the hostility
level rises and falls, but every
day begins pretty much like the
previous one - with no cost containment, no labor peace, no real
major league baseball in sight.
Sunday's breakdown in the
talks was, as Yogi Berra is supposed to have said, a case of deja
vu all over again. And that, in
turn, raises two questions:
What was President Clinton
thinking when he set a deadline
of today to get an agreement, or
at the very least, some significant progress?
And why did the owners and
players, told that Clinton was
prepared to take a 40-ounce
Louisville Slugger to the parties
to get this thing resolved, allow
the talks to break down, anyway?
The first question is easy
enough to answer. Clinton could
use the prestige. He wanted to
look decisive, influential, like a
leader - in short, presidential.
Then again, he could also use a
job down the road, in which case

he wanted to look like the commissioner baseball hasn't had
since Fay Vincent was deposed in
a palace coup a few years ago.
In 1985, then-commissioner
Peter Ueberroth made the
owners take the salary-cap issue
off the table, and in 1990 Vincent
did the same. In both cases, collective bargaining agreements
followed soon afterward.
Assuming Clinton had some
advance knowledge of the
National Labor Relations Board
action that would persuade the
owners to drop their demand for
a salary cap, he may have simply
been trying to get ahead of the
wave.
Separated from their salary
caps and stripped of the leverage
that being able to impose their
own terms gave them, the owners
are backed into a corner. They
don't want to go back to what
they had. They don't want to go
ahead with replacements.
As a result, they're as ready to
roll the dice with a Clintonmediated proposal as with anything their own team comes up
with. For one thing, their own inhouse guys have thrown snakeeyes since the negotiations began. For another, they can still
try to head off any measure they
don't like before it gets through
the Congress.
,
The players' willingness to let
the administration point the way
stems from some stubborn belief
that theirs is the cause of truth,
justice and the American way.
They can't see any way the
owners would allow the freemarket conditions responsible
for the current stalemate to continue. They can't see any way
Clinton and his people would
trample one of the fundamental
principles of capitalism. In
summary, they can't see losing
either way.
The players got hammered in
negotiations with the owners for
the first seven decades or so this
century, but haven't lost a collective-bargaining fight since. They
won't lose this one, either.
Jim Hike is a columnist for the
Associated Press.

It's halfway through the
season, and the gymnastics
team is even further away
from where they want to be
- the top spot.
Bowling Green fell to 1-5
overall, 0-3 in the MidAmerican Conference, with
a 184.87S to 177.55 loss at
Ball State on Saturday. The
score was the lowest of the
season for the Falcons, who
seem to be stuck in reverse
since posting a season-high
183.55 at Kent State.
"We know where we want
be," team member Erin
Klingenberg said. "We have
to quit making mistakes
and get everybody back in
the lineup."
Mistakes hurt the Falcons, as none of their scores
challenged season-best
scores. They were also
lacking positive thinking,
according to Andrea Seaman.
"We need more practice
to clean up the little mistakes in our routines and to
have a little more postive
thinking to get us through,"
Seaman said.
On the vault, Kelley
McClelland placed third
with a 9.3. Alice Kruk and
Kim Pope tied for fourth
with a 9.175. Pope also
posted BG's highest uneven
bars score of the meet at
8.825.
Jen Wenrich, competing
in the all-around, paced the
Falcons with fourth-place
finishes on the balance
beam and floor exercises.
Wenrich scored a 9.225 on
the beam and a 9.4 on the
floor.
The team's next meet is
at Central Michigan on Feb.
18, giving the team a twoweek break to prepare. Two
weeks is also enough time
for the team to work on developing a new attitude.
"All of us were really disappointed after the weekend," Klingenberg said.

The BC Nrwritoii Wtinner

Bowling Green's Heather Ferguson rights herself on the balance beam at a recent gymnastics meet.

Abdul-Jabbar voted
into basketball Hall
Trudy Tynan
The Associated Press
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, the
NBA's all-time leading scorer
who played on nine championship teams in college and in the
pros, was voted into the Basketball Hall of Fame today along
with six others.
Also voted into the Hall were
women's Olympic and college
stars Cheryl Miller and Anne
Donovan, former Soviet coach
Aleksandr Gomelsky, former
NBA official Earl Strom, forward
Vein Mikkelsen and coach John
Kundla.
Mikkelsen was one of the
NBA's first power forwards,,
while Kundla coached Mikkelsen
and also led the Minneapolis
Lakers to six pro championships
in the 1940s and '50s.
'I'm just happy things worked
out," Abdul-Jabbar said today
from an Atlanta hotel after being

informed he had been elected to
the Hall. "It hasnt sunk in yet"
"It is, of course, an honor for
Kareem to be inducted into the
Hall of Fame," said Hall of
Famer Jerry West, an executive
vice president with the Los Angeles Lakers. "It's also an honor
for the Hall to have Kareem as a
member. He is without a doubt
the most consummate professional I've ever seen and, if not
the greatest player of all time,
certainly one of two of three
greatest."
"Six world championship
rings. Six MVP awards. I can't
think of anyone, who could be
more deserving," Lakers owner
Jery Buss said.
There were also 19 All -Star appearances for the NBA's all-time
leader in scoring with 44,149
points. He also holds records for
games played (1,797) and blocked
shots (3,189).
From the time Abdul-Jabbar,
then known as Lew Alcindor,

stepped onto the Power Memorial High School court in New
York City in 1961, through his
three NCAA championships at
UCLA and 20 years in the NBA
with the Milwaukee Bucks and
Los Angeles, he dominated the
game as few men have.
His high school teams lost six
games. His college teams were
defeated twice. Yet he was ridiculed because of his height
"He was subjected to things
that, had it been me, I would have
really flared up," former UCLA
coach John Wooden said. "But he
didnt."
And In the tall young man's "intelligence, unselfishness and
amazing self-control," Wooden
said he found some lessons.
"I learned more from Lewis, as
I called him then, than from any
other one player I ever had,"
Wooden said. "I am not talking
about basketball now, but about
man's inhumanity to man.*'

Browns player's son,
ex-wife shot to death
Mary Foster
The Associated Press

AT »*■■«■■■

L.A. Laker center Kareem Abdul-Jabbar holds the ball he used to break Wilt Chamberlain's NBA alltime scoring record.

NEW ORLEANS - Cleveland
Browns special teams captain
Beanie Thompson offered a
$5,000 reward Monday to help
solve the murders of his ex-wife,
3-year-old son and Mrs. Thompson's fiancee.
Tangle Thompson, 28, and her
son, Devyn, were found with Andre White, 30, lying on the bloodsoaked floor of a den in their
New Orleans home. Neighbors
said the boy was found In his
mother's arms.

Police refused to say whether
they had any leads or suspects.
"The investigation is wide
open," Sgt Marion Defillo said
Monday. "At this time we're not
excluding anyone."
A New Orleans television
station reported mat police were
looking at drugs as a possible motive because the third person
killed, Mrs. Thompson's fiancee,
Andre White, *iad a record of
drug arrests.
Police refused to confirm the
arrest record and would not speculate on the motive.
Thompson, who lives In New

Orleans, talked to police Sunday
night after the bodies were
found, Defillo said. He put up the
reward money Monday for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the gunman.
Investigators remained at the
house Monday and would return
Tuesday, aaid Tim Swiiaueau, a
forensic specialist.
Thompson could not be
reached to comment. A Cleveland phone numbe» listed In his
name rang unanswered Mnndav
f
HisNewOriear ' ■
~
ber is unlisted.
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Giants release Strawberry
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Darryl Strawberry was suspended from baseball today for violating his aftercare program and immediately
released by the San Francisco
Giants.
"It was made very clear to
Darryl upon his signing last June
that any violation of this nature
would automatically terminate
nis contract with the team,"
Giants general manager Bob
Quinn said in statement today.
Strawberry, also facing federal
tax-evasion charges, was suspended for 60 days by major
league baseball The outfielder
and his agent Eric Goldschmidt
were not immediately available
for comment.
Quinn said the Giants told
Strawberry that "since receiving
the test results," he no longer is
with the team. He did not,
however, indicate when Strawberry was last tested.
"We told Darryl that, although
< he will no longer be a Giant, we
' will continue to make available to
him our after-car and counseling
. problems," Quinn said.
' Eugene Orza, general counsel
for the Players' Association, said
the union wouldn't make any decisions until after meeting with
.' Strawberry and the doctors from
.both sides.
i "After that, we'll decide what
' happens next," Orza said in
Washington at the baseball labor
talks.
Although this is the first time
Strawberry has been suspended
by major-league baseball, he has
a long record of problems. Last
season, he avoided suspension by
entering a rehab program after
he told the Los Angeles Dodgers

he had a substance abuse problem. The admission came after
he failed to show up for the
team's final spring training
game, April 3, at Anaheim, Calif.
Strawbwerry was released by
the Dodgers after undergoing
treatment, and later signed with

the Giants. He signed for the
major-league minimum, and
would have played this season
for the Giants under terms of the
final year of a five-year contract
he signed with the Dodgers in
1991.
"We are deeply saddened by

today's news," Quinn said. "Over
the past nine months, we have
come to know Darryl not only as
a baseball player but as a warm
and caring person.
"However, quite obviously,
there are many problems in his
life. While he's overcome some of
these hurdles, unfortunately he
still has more to conquer.''

Hidden
account
furthers
troubles
The Associated Press
NEW YORK -- San Francisco
Giants outfielder Darryl Strawberry opened a secret account In
a New York bank to hide hundreds of thousands of dollars
from his wife during an ugly divorce. The Daily News reported
today.
Strawberry is expected to
plead guilty in a tax evasion case
this week in a federal courtroom
In White Plains, the report said
That plea should cap three
months in jail, and after he pays
a fine, Strawberry should be
freed.
Based on court papers, the
paper said Strawberry opened a
secret bank account in Queens,
N.Y., after 1987 when his wife,
Lisa, filed for divorce.
Quoting unnamed sources. The
News said Strawberry dldnt tell
AP pkMWLA DMlsart' flit his wife or their accountant
about the account.
Darryl Strawberry was released by the San Francisco Giants and susUp to $500,000 poured into the
pended from MLB on Monday.
account unknown by the IRS or
Lisa Strawberry, the paper
found.
By 1992, federal Investigators
uncovered the secret Queens account that never showed up on
Strawberry's tax filings in 1989
and 1990.

MLB receives
one more day
Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton gave baseball one
more day to settle Its strike'
after mediator WJ. Use ry said
he needed more time to complete his own proposal to end
the 179-day walkout.
The president hoped the additional time would allow
players and owners to settle
things themselves, but there
appeared to be little hope.
"On this 100th anniversary
of Babe Ruth's birth, the Babe
would not be enormously optimistic for any quick settlement," Labor Secretary
Robert Reich said after Clinton extended the deadline.
Usery, a former Labor Secretary appointed to mediate
by Clinton last Oct. 14, said he
would submit his proposal to
Clinton by 3 p.m. EST Tuesday.
"We simply ran out of time
in trying to prepare a recommendation," Usery said. "I refuse to be pessimistic although it seems impossible to
reach a voluntary agreement."
With no progress toward a
negotiated agreement after 25
months of talks, with no sign
major leaguers would end
their 179-day-old strike, and
with the scheduled start of
spring training just nine days
away, mediator W.J. Usery
was to give the president his
plan Monday night and then
try to convince the squabbling
sides to accept it.
Both sides thought Clinton
was the only one with the ability to force a quick end to the
mess. Hours after presenting
a $1.61 trillion budget to Congress, the president found
himself in the middle of a dispute that has disturbed fans
for half a year.
Owners also demanded sala-

ry caps during negotiations In
1985 and 1990, but commissioners Peter Ueberroth and
Fay Vincent forced them to
push those plans aside. The
dispute cost Vincent his job 2
1/2 years ago and left players
with no one to tum to other
than the government and the
courts.
Players and owners, who
broke off joint talks Saturday,
said they couldn't predict
their reaction until they saw
the submitted solution. They
dldnt talk Sunday, Ignoring
Clinton's order that they try to
resolve things themselves. No
talks were held before Usery's
second trip to the White House
In two days.
"I'm not sure what's happening," union head Donald Fehr
said at mldaftemoon. "I'm
sure they'll tell us."
On the 100th anniversary of
Babe Ruth's birth, Usery and
his aides talked separately
with the sides throughout the
day as the special mediator refined his plan. Usery, a labor
secretary in the Ford administration, was appointed by Clinton on Oct. 14 to mediate the
strike, which began Aug. 12
when players walked out to
fight the cap owners formally
proposed two months earlier.
On Jan. 26, six days after
owners adopted plans to start
spring training with replacement players, Clinton announced his deadline for a
settlement. With the sides still
billions of dollars apart, Usery
said he would hand the president his proposal first, then
give it to players and owners.
"I would be hopeful that
they would accept it," he said.
Neither side knew what
Clinton would do if they rejected the plan. The president
could propose special legislation to enact terms of a
settlement.

Adverlisemenr / Business Spotlight

Now you an start your day
out right at Bob Evans. Our
famous Country Biscuit
Breakfast is only $1.99. A
delicious homestyle biscuit
topped with an egg, crumbled Bob Evans Farms*
sausage, country gravy and
American cheese. Served up
with a hearty helping of
Home Fries. Only $1.99 for
a limited tune'.

13ob£vaMS
fir.IJT/'.lJHANT

mMptuaalluL

Enlarged lo show detail.

O J 1 C Ferrara Co., Inc.

Have You Told Her Lately?
II you haven't, hare's a gift that will say It tor you.
It spells...

Each letter contributes to the unique design of this
hand crafted pendal by J & C Ferrara.
We have it in two sizes.
In 14k Gold
In Sterling Silver
In Vermeil
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Special Kiss Contest - coma In and guess how many kisses are in the jar
and win a free kiss, no obligation

11 Ml

yLfyi

VEIRV

353-6691

125 N Main

Application for

Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship
Deadline: Friday, March 3,1995
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to
recognize students who contribute to Bowling Green State University
through participation and leadership in the University Community
activities. The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior and maintain a 3.0
cumulative G.P.A., demonstrate active participation in University
organizations and be available for a personal interview with the
selection committee.
The application must be submitted to the Financial Aid & Student
Employment Office, 450 Saddlemire Student Services Building by
Friday, March 3,1995.
Applications are available in the Financial Aid & Student Employment Office.

V

Doing one thing and doing it right
By Lisa Brewer
Picture your typical business
success story. More than likely, it
would not match that of Papa
John's pizza.
Papa John's got its start when
John Schnatter, founder of the
chain, began selling his pizzas
out of the remodeled broom closet
of a bar in 1985.
"Now there are 650 stores and
by the end of 1995 there will be
over 1000," says Bowling Green
store owner, Clint Corpe.
Corpe, personal friend and
business associate of Schnatter,
decided to open a store in Bowling Green because his family and
the company liked the area.
"My wife and I like the elementary schools. We like the
campus town. We thought this
would be a good place to settle
down," says Corpe.
And they have. Corpe manages approximately 50 employees, 90 percent of those are students.
"We like the personality of the
college students. They're late
night people. For example, 2:30
a.m. after the bars, those are some

exciting times. Some strange
things happen on those nights.
You have to laugh. We love it,"
says Corpe.
Papa John's actively supports
the students and people of the
community by taking part in several programs. They support elementary schools by taking part
in their honor roll programs.
"It's basically rewarding the
positive behavior of kids. With
my kids in the school system, it
helps keep me motivated and involved," says Corpe.
Due to their corporate sponsorship of the University's women
and men'sbasketball teams, Papa
John's has its own special seat at
the games.
"It's called the Falcon Couch
Potato Zone. At the first time out,
there is a drawing. The winner
and two or three friends can relax
on the couch while enjoying our
pizza, breadsticksand pop," says
Corpe.
BowlingCreen's students seem
to really enjoy what Papa John's
offers. The students voted Papa
John's best crust and best sauce

last fall.

Papa Johns offers a unique garI ic butter sauce that seems to keep
several patrons coming back for
more.
"I think it's kind of habit forming. People use it to dip their
pizza crust in. Then, they come
■by just for the sauce. They use it
for shrimp or spaghetti, "says
Corpe.
If you're in the mood for subs
or salads, go elsewhere.
"At Papa John's we concentrate on one thing: pizza. That's
our corporate philosophy, do one
thing and do it right. Thus, our
slogan. Delivering the Perfect
Pizza," says Corpe. You can also
purchase breadsticks and beverages.
Papa John's is located at 826
South Main between Subway and
Big Lots. It's business hours are
Monday-Wednesday 11 a.m. -1
a.m.; Thursday-Saturday 11 a.m.3 a.m., and Sunday noon -1 a.m.
Papa John's also accepts Visa
and Mastercard for your convenience.
Come hel p them celebrate thei r
first anniversary in Bowling Green
Feb. 7.
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Baltimore celebrates Bearcats continue skid
Babe's 100th birthday
JOE KAY
The Associated Press

John Hendren
The Associated Press
BALTIMORE - As the nation's baseball players and
owners met SO miles away to
resolve the strike, baseball
fans, politicians, and the family
of Babe Ruth called on the
memory of The Bambino to
save the national pastime again
on his 100th birthday.
Everyone attending the Baltimore birthday bash Monday
seemed to draw the same parallel: The Babe revived the
game once before, perhaps his
birthday bash can Inspire the
game's leaders to breathe life
into it again.
The date coincided with
President Clinton's deadline
for both sides in the strike to
cut a deal or let the government offer its own plan.
Orioles announcer Jon Miller
reminded grumpy fans that the
game fell out of favor once before but The Babe removed the
pall when the Chicago Black
Sox threw the 1919 World Se-

ries, breaking all previous gasped and cheered as Ruth
home run records with 54 In lookalike Willis "Buster"
1920.
Gardner appeared in the door"The game was in sorry way wearing The Babe's unistraights when The Babe al- form and carrying a Louisville
most single-handedly lifted it Slugger. His flared nostrils,
up to new heights," Miller said. Jutting jaw and sagging belly
bore an uncanny resemblance
The celebration was held to the photos of The Bambino
under a plexiglass tent outside that line the museum's walls.
George Herman Ruth's birthWhen two of Ruth's grandplace, a three-story brick ro- daughters saw Gardner on the
whouse that lies a long fly ball street during a visit to the
away from Oriole Park at Baseball Hall of Fame in CoopCamden Yards. The rowhouse erstown, N.Y., they insisted
opened as a museum in 1974 that he don the Yankees jersey
after it was already approved and impersonate the Sultan of
for demolition.
Swat at the birthday celebraParty goers wore baseball tion.
garb bearing Yankees and
"I remember my dad taking
Orioles logos. Ruth played for me out to see him when I was at
the Orioles only for two months Cleveland stadium," said
in 1914, and then moved to the Gardner, 57, a truck mechanic
Boston Red Sox and on to the from Oberlin, Ohio. "I feet
Yankees, where he played proud to be here and proud to
from 1920 to 1934.
look like him."
As Mayor Kurt Schmoke and
other political heavy-hitters
Along with political and
cut a ribbon over the museum sports figures, the celebration
doorway to rededicate it, drew hard-core fans starved
several hundred onlookers for major league baseball.

Omni agent collapses
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - A memorial
service has been planned for
Wednesday for sports agent
George Kalafatis, who collapsed
and died suddenly Saturday. He
was 50.
Kalafatis, a lawyer and resident of suburban Shaker
Heights, formed Omni Sports
Management in Cleveland In
1987 after severing his ties with
Cleveland-based International
Management Group. He ran

Omni Sports Management as its
only agent.
An employee, Erin Riley, said
Monday his wife, Frances, intends to get legal advice on what
to do with the business.
Kalafatis had represented
Mike Hargrove, now manager of
the Cleveland Indians. He represented former major league
baseball players Dennis "Oil
Can" Boyd, Jim Rice and Troy
Neel during their playing days.
Rice is retired, Boyd is trying to
revive his career and Neel will

play in Japan.
He also has represented
players in the NFL and NBA.
A former baseball player, Kalafatis played in the minor league
systems of the Detroit Tigers and
Montreal Expos.
The memorial service is
planned for 10 a.m. Wednesday at
Jesu Church, University Heights.
He is survived by his wife, Frances, daughter Laura and son
Christopher.

no longer scares anyone.
Even when they win, it's a
struggle.
"It's hard for us to make anything happen in pressure because
we've got no clue where we're
supposed to be or when," Huggins said.
Instead of the run-the-floor,
score-off-turnovers style, Huggins has gone to more of a halfcourt game. That's not working
very well, either, because the
Bearcats only seem to play well
for a few minutes at a stretch.
On Sunday, they came out flat
and listless, hit just five baskets

in the first half, and wound up
losing to a team that had just two
victories in its last eight games.
"The whole thing is we were
not ready to play," Huggins said
"My job is to get them ready to
play. I just thought that playing
on national TV and having just
gotten our butts beat two times. It
really ought not to take a whole
lot to get you ready to play."
Surprise. They played like a
team that expected to win Just by
showing up. They missed free
throws, failed to rebound and
were so bad defensively that they
left wide-open shots.

CINCINNATI - Bob Huggins'
white shirt was unbuttoned at the
collar. His designer tie hung limply a few inches below his wornout throat. His sweat-soaked hair
glistened in the television lights.
He had spent the afternoon
raging at his Cincinnati Bearcats,
but somehow couldn't get
through to them. A 59-S2 loss
Sunday to Marquette - a team
the Bearcats beat by 27 points a
month earlier - left Huggins in a
state rarely seen during his six
seasons at UC.
The hard-driving, highly successful coach is watching his
team slip away, and he's not sure
what to do to get it back.
"It's a different mentality," he
said, his voice drained of emotion. "These guys ~ wow. I don't
know."
The loss Sunday was Cincinnati's third straight, its longest losing streak in five years. Although
the Bearcats still have a respectable record at 15-8, it's become
apparent that they're not a topnotch team. They've lost most of
the tough games on their schedule, and a bunch of the easier
ones, too.
But what infuriates Huggins is
the way his players are taking it.
This is one of his most talented
teams, and one of the easiest pushovers.
"We have a lot of soft people,"
he said. "They don't have the
mental toughness that the other
(teams) had."
In virtually every post-game
news conference these days,
Huggins reminisces about his
previous teams, about how they
didn't have as much talent but
felt they had something to prove
They fit perfectly in Huggins'
all-out pressing defense and got
opponents - even very good ones
- flustered.
This team is so slow to catch
APahatalDarldKaal
onto Huggins' defensive schemes
Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins makes a point with guard LaZelle Durthat he's had to back off on the den
during the Bobcats' loss to Marquette on Sunday.
pressing. As a result, Cincinnati

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
ARE YOU HAVING TROUBLE RECRUITING
MEMBERS lor your organization? Trwi you
naad lo anand our woikahop Xmtm Ron*
ing Tachniqual" which wil M pratanlad on
mmmtm, Fabnjaiy «. IMS •< 790 p.m. In
to Alumni Room ol *>a UrtvanHly Union. For
raaawailnni. contact On Stuoani Actvttiaa 01■Ot at 372-2843.

AMD
MEETMG
TUES.FEB.7TH
830QALLERIA/AHE
AGENDA: ELECTIONS
COME CHECK rrouTi

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Planning Maaino.
TuaaaayFab.7ti
9 15pm BA 110

AMERCIAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Wadnaaaay, Fab. M> - Formal MaaOng
N«* MhaM at 730 m BA t tsand
It wM ba t» kM ehanea »Join AMAI

ATTENTION OSEA ME MBE RS
MaaOng Tonight ai 9pm
Rm 115 Education Blag.

BGSU IRISH CLUB
HEY ALL YOU MOONSHWERS-IMPORTANT

Mil Hill

FEB. 7TH 9:30 PM 104 BA
COME HEAR MICKEY STEVENS. DETAIS
ABOUT THE
BLARNEY BASH. AND DONT FORGET
OUESI
ALL ARE WELCOME I

BGSU COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Otdkand a the ideals ol
ttw Party of lha People'
9pm1ieBA

great scores.,

BILLIARD'S
Sat Feb. 11th - Buckeye Rm Union
Sign Up in UAO Office 330 Union
TODAY!!
jt "*
$5 entry Fee - Bursarable
"X >>
April
start soon.
Spaces are limited.
Call TODAY!
Bowl on Wed., Thurs, or Fri.
'Feb. 8 -10, Buckeye Rm. Union
Sign up in UAO office, 330 Union
TODAY!!!
$5 Entry Fee - bursarable
Winner of each Tournament will go to
Acu-I Regionals - Feb. 25,26

0 MCAT 0 LSAT 0
0GMAT0GRE0
OThe Princeton Review 0

N€LU fOttfnU 1995
Two MIHIVI.f RWf Buildings
at Campbell Hill Apis.
Full basements
Air Conditioning

Greenbriar Inc.
124 C. UJooitcr

Kaplan helps youflocus your
MCAT studies anfj build your
confidence so you can gel
a higher score

uistcuw b^in. on: February 8

BOWLING

• 2 and 3 Bedrooms
• Washer/Dryer hookups

last chance to
prepare for
the April test

35*0717

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST

got a higher score

KAPLAN

Want to wish Someone Happy Birthday?
Anniversary... Congratulations?
Best Wishes on Special OccasionsPlace a 1x3 ad in
the BG News that:
Appears in the Classified Section
Offers:
• Variety of graphics to choose from
• Can be billed to Bursar account
Deadline: 2 days prior to publication date
Please call 372-2606 or stop by the BG News 204 W. Hall
Ml
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There la a SMCUL CITV EUfCTION
TOOAV

■Ml Muling Club
TONIGHT
A every Tuee. night - *pm Ice Arene
WM phi* ekate rental.

In the last special election

only 27 out oil 400

FREE TICKETS
To • sneak pre view of Evotver from Trimartt
picsjree and wsslund reesty. Tickets are
torThuraday, Feb. B, 730pm Tickets are
In 210 West 1^ on ■ first come Itrst

registered students voted
Lara not repeal this embarrassing statistic

SPRMQ BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORCA FROM t»1 PER PERSON PER
WEEK. FREE MFO. 1-100 488 8828.

THE ILOODMOBILEsl HEREI
THE SLCttOMOBLE ■ HERE!
THE BLOCOMOMLEB HEREI
The MnnMlieJl w*» be here Feb. e-10.
Pleeae give btood or help ua volunteer. Can
382-4578 or Bsrb M J6J-8114. Refnseh-

Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, co-ed camp,
Potinayaanss. 8a2-eV20M. Hava Ola moat
mainoielao summer of your Hal Oreai opportunity tor grow»i In pereonal. proteeaioneJ and
parensng skills. Counselors needed tor Tennis. Swim (W.S.I, preferred), WaajraMng. Baaxetoeil. Softbail, Voseybel, Soccer. Golf, Se«DaaMsw, Gymnastics, Cheeneedtog, Aerobics,
NasjreCsmping. Ropes. Piano. Guitar, CMigraphy. Jewelry, Balk. Sculpture, Ceramics,
frewtngrpanung, s.kscreen, Photography
Other Stall: Group Leaders, General, Bookkeeper. driver/Video
(21.),
R.NA.P.r*rairatog Students. Ma ny other pos>.
am. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: Manh 8th
torn 11am-11pm si the Fort Rm. olthe Union.
To arrange • lima cal 1 -800-278-301B or
S16-6BB-3217 or write 12 AHevard Si, Lido
Beach. NY 11S61. mdude your Maphoni
number.

Tuesday Special
MTMUGGS
J.sSTacos

CrukM Srspa Hringl Earn Big **t ♦ Free World
Travel (Carribean. Europe. Hawaii, EC)
aasfMsMffMBaWsw, No. Expar. Nee. Guide.
(919)g29-4396eirLCl029

STUDY ABROAD INFORMATION TABLE
The Off-Campus Student Center
Tue. Feb. 7.10:30-1:30pm

FRKJHTNITE
VOTE TODAY
On-Campus Students Vose
al the N.E. Commons

Can you eat* baokaaraa and talk M MM
aama lima? K so. the Offlc* of Admissions
neeos you I MM are new accepting applications
to baooma a CAMPUS T0OI» OMM Slop by
110 McFall Center B pick up an appllcalion
tirough Fab. 1*. Call 372-0668 tor moro inter-

8:30am >J 7:30pm
Valentine's Day la gating near and
Frtensa at lha Deaf has tha parted
gin tor anyone. We ere having a sale
intheEd.Bldj Mon »Tue* and in
rne Math/Science Wed. A Thurs. Any 7's

COME HEET MAYOR WES
WITH THE COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
TONIGHT BA 112 epti

cajuta at 382-5075.
VALENTINES DAY SALE

Community Sanloa
Into tha Straats mean Wad. at 9pm In room
105BA Fraetood and dnnks provided Bring a
friend and find out what going Into tia Streoa
is all aboutl For mora Into, call Todd »i

Due B popular demand, the 3 balloon bouquet
tor $3.00 wil continue to be sold Mon. Fab.
8-Fri. 10 in the BA from 10am-2pm. Donl torget about that special somaonal

LOST*FOUND

MpVMM,
Community Servlea

SERVICES Of FERED

DANCE FOR HEART
Rac Cantor will hava a danco-exorciee
avant to banallt the Amarlcan Haart Aaaoc
g30-noon
Saturday. Fab. 11th
IS donation SRC mam bars
or collect donation and win prizeel

ChUd Care, Elderly Care, CleenUg and Laundry. Please can 3S2-78S7 after 8pm, or oat
352-1102daya.
OXMNQTODAVTONA?
•121 /person. Booking direct Saves! Suites,
kitchenettes, all beachfront in the haul ol
Spring Broakll 1-800-888-7423

Fabruary Samlnara
Tha fallowing University Compute' Services
seminars wil be offered dunng tha month ol
Fabruary They are Irae and open to anyone at
BGSU. Please can 372-2911 10 register tor tie
eeminars.
OatHng Started on the Uecis scheduled for
Tuesday. Fab. 7, from 5 pm to 7pm In 12S
Hayes Hall. This seminar IntfOducaa baaic
skills lor patting started with the Macintosh and
presents rh* wotd-procaaeing software package Mtoosoft Work*.
Intro lo lha IBM PC and Windows Is scried
uled tor Wednesday. Fab. S. 6pm to 8pm in
12S Hayes Hal. This seminar provides a baaic
orientation » IBM personal compuBra and tie
Windows operating system.
Internet lor aUclntoeri Ueere is scheduled lor
Wedneeday, Fab. IS. apm to 8pm m 126
Hayes Hal This seminar covers the Internet
oppicatJona Eudora. NewaWaBher, and Nets

Loving Mother will care tor children. PafltrnaifuH erne. Cal 353-8110.

PERSONALS

m

"COLLEGIATE

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
TRYOUTS"
Fabruary 9 9 840pm In Andersorj,Arena. At
partapanls must compless and submit tryout
packet poor B February 9. For mora information call »i* Volley&ell Office 0 372-7413.

■sNTO THE STREETS*
Wear your shirts tomorrow I

NOWCHARGEm
PAPA JOHN'S NOW ACCEPTS VISA AND
MASTERCARD
CALL NOWI 353-PAPA

OOOQMRLOUT

Can you run Ike the wind?
Hu like e bitch?
THEN PLAY RUGBY FOR BGSU
CALL 353-1290
•LETS TALK ABOUT BET
TUESDAY TALKS
FEB. 7,9PM
TAFT ROOM OF UNION
pi us receives free mug a hot beverage
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor Into
sponsored by UAO

Peckagee Plus hea great belloon bououets lor
Valentine's Day. Order Early and Save *8.49
H ordered by February 12th.

Attention: Student Teachers

Our company la looking tor individuals who
want to gain extensive management experience this summer. Earn (8000 to 110,000 par
summer. Positions available throughout tia
Mdwoat 800-867-1960.

2 male room males needed
tor 96/98 school year
Cad bake at 352-6142
2 roommalee needed tor house. Wll share
large bdrm. Will also live wilh 2 males. 1 lemoJo. Call 354-1913.

PAPAJOHNS
NOW ACCEPriNG VISA AND MASTERCARD
CALL NOW! 353-PAPA

2 Summer Subieaaars - to share
1 very Ig bdrm. HI 2 bdrm house
Close to campus 353-0630

Please Re member to VOTE
TODAY

MaM ol ramale roommate needed-own badroom, 1165 par month . utilities Call Larry at
352-1655.

ThereisaspeaalBG.Ciry
School Levy Elecoon TODAY

Mala Subsseeer needed March-August.
FREE Cable,Own Rm., $16(VmoHitl.
Call 36*6114.

On-Campus Students
VOTE AT THE N.E. COMMONS
6:30am to 7:30pm

Romance and Responsibility
Monti Event
' Lai'a Talk About Se «'

RoorrsTibkM needed tor a
5 bedroom house.
Call 363-7042.
Summer subleaisr wanted. Own bedroom and
ballroom. AC. Dishwasher, blocks Irom
campus Cal 352-7734.

Coat 16.00.
Location: BGSU Student Health Service
Refer to dates thai correspond with
the initial ol your last name.

Romanoa and Responsibility
Month Evenl

HELP WANTED

Lee rn how to enhance real ton shlpa
at Your Aching Heart
Tuesday. February 7th
si 730pm in Founders 481
Floor Lounge

11750 weekly possible mailing our circulars
No e>perience required. Begin Now.

Balloon Bouquets tor Valentine's Day
Order Now!
Collegiate Connaciton
SBaSBSaal
Changmg Times Hair Salon would like to welcome JUNE LONG, our new nail technician
Spec als include *10 off a fuM set of sculp lured
nails, $5 off tola! balance, and 10% off a mart.
cum. 42SE Woosstr 354-2244
Delia Gamma and Phi Delta The la
On February 18th from 1 B 3 p.m. wll Be heeling their PfHentiropy •'ANCHORSPLASH.''
Come out to Cooper Pool and join the tun as all
proceeds go to Sight Conservation and Aid B
•he Band.

Fab. 10800 pm

Romance and Responsibility
Month Event
Gat Hfcvmabon on relationships,
a sea ve dalng coupon i,
and send a caregr am
at the:

nd Rat

elbUky Month
Dtepfcry end Table
from 10arnB 2 pm
In lha Unlyeralff- Union Foyer
on Tuaaday February 7th
Bethersll

rXXTTrWIOeTT
TO VOTE
TOO*VI!

Harshman Galley
FREE
Li mned Seating
sponsored by UAO

FVva^Aaiarvguagaraqulramenta
in only a weeks!
Programa available tor summer,
ar. of full academic year

,

THE BLOCOMOMU1M H EREI
THE BLOOOHOMU ■ HEREI
THE BLOOMeOMLE ■ HERE!
Tha ■UlsbmaBa srla be here Feb. no.
Pleaae give Wood or help ue volunteer. Call
M2-467B a* Barb at 353-5114. ResreahHtatttaaHsl aa ajroirldpd.

AYA Spain Into. Nighl
Tueeday, Feb. 7,1988
7:00 p.m.
Maodonatd North
Main Lounge

FinanosdAidAvWaWelll
For more information
Come B the meeting
or call AYA oMo* 81372-6063.

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

1

' 50% LIST

Tuffy

Romance and Responsibility
Monti Event
ittol
will be shown
Tuesday .February 7th at 8pm
«i1110»campHall

Apar»>lo,»cuaaonwlltolow

Ron nosand Respor libsity
Monti Event
TheCDPteyere
Tuesday, Feb. 7 al 9:30
in Proofs Main Lobby
Dramatic and fun skits
about coasge Issues

Saw* on our oomp**i» in*«mory of top qually,
I
M«t i rra w*vr an!»d nwrftan - oood fcx m totvg M
you O-vn you- C»W.
__________ MUT \

858-3*44
1087 S. MAIN ST.
NEXT TO PIZZA. HUT
Monday - Friday 7:80 • 7.80
Set 8-4 • Sun, 13-8

For Into cal 202-286-9066.
1996 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
TA.S.P. Mamaltonal Is looking tor highly mo
rivaled, hard working student lo join our management firm. Gain valuable experience lo improve your resume. Average earnings are between $8,000 -10.000. Positions are available
in select Cleveland suburbs, Akron, and Canton. For mora information call Man Scherer O
1-600-543-3792.
250

COUNSELORS t INSTRUCTORS
neededl
Pnvate. coed summer camp in PoconoMms.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BG,
Kene.ortl.NJ 07033. (006) 276-0M6.

ACnVITlES DIRECTOR
Need a summer tob? Don't wall 8)1 the last
minuiel Yogi Beer's Jelly stone Camp Fteeort is
looking tor 2 creative, outgoing persons lo coordlnale and drect ectrvines for a family camping tad.ty. We an) Infill near Aurora, Ohio
just S miles Irom Sea Wood of OMo. Experience la preferred, but not necessary. Living fac*lee ere available. Males or lemales ere encouraged ID apply. NMIMMHI wl be done el
the Reeort. I inters*led, send your resume lo:
Jellyslone Camp Resort
3382 SR 62
Men tua OH 44255
thouaanoa this
Alaska Fisheries Hringl Earn thoueanda
summer in canneries, processors.
MMsTsmals. PcorrvSoerd/rrsvel oftenipropi
vidadl Guide. Guarsnteed successl (BIB)
829-4388 eid.A1029.

33431.(800)404-6236.

Timber Laka/Tyksr HH Campa. Top (New York
Area) RaeMent Camps. Seek General Couneetore, WM, AIMelic Speol*ileta...Over 200
PoaWonO Available. To H.re The BEST, We
Know We Must Pay The MOSTI TOP SALAR■BrTMVIL ALLOWANCE. CM NOW For
On-Campus Inaai views (Must CM By Fabruary

%mgmnm JM w_waKnm__
Tvplsl-computer Word-Perfect
fri*ryfry.forma<in0s,aek
tor Val 666-6286
VAN DRIVER. Part-lma poelson to provide
tranaportajton to and Irom sooai aarvloa
aoaney. Must be between tie ages ol 21-66,
and haw a valid drivers license and excellent
drtvtog record. Submit resume to P.O. Box 736,
Bearing Owen, Ohio EOS.

To to** 5-200 lbs New Metabolism
Breekthrough. Greet tor Energy
Tea Or Tebs 830 •1-800-884-0473

FOR SALE
81 Awesome Spring Break I Bahamaa Pars/
Cruise B Days I279I Includes 12 Meal* A 6
Free Pareeel Great Daachll a MghfJIfal A
HUGE Panyl Spring Break Travel
1-800-67S6S86.
#1 Aweeome Florida's Sprtng BreeX Hotspoul
Cocoa Beaoh (Near r>sney)-27 Act* Deluxe
Baaohlront Resort 7 Nights HS9I Kay West
8229I Daytona Beech Room With Nlchen

ALASKA tUMaMW EsaPLOYiaENT-Flehing
mdusuy. Earn to 83.0O0-t«,000vmonth A
benefits. Male^emele. No experience naosesary. (208)545-4155 exLA55444.

Into 1-6U4-6*S-1700 DEPT.OH«2S6

QUESTIONS CALL PANHEL 2-2534
ORGREEKLFE 2-2151
•RUSH SUMACDONALD HALL

SUMMER JOBS - COUNSELORS A STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMPiMASS. TOP SALARY
PAVBD-LAUNDRV. TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
MUST HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE
FOLLOWBIQ ACTIVTnES:
Archery, BaalbM, Basketball, Drums. Footbal, Gorl. Guitar. toe Hockey, Lacrosse, Lrf*C, Nature, Nurses. Photogrsphy, Piano,
—
a
- ■■ i
ft
iioosowy,
iiosenxaoirig,
inpos, c-.i——
waning,
Scuba. Secretary. Soccer, Tennis, Track,
Video. Waierski, Windsurfing, Weights. Wood.
Yearbook. CM or write: Camp WWadu, 2255
Glades Rd„ Suite 406E, Boca Raton, FL

81 Asseeuins Spring Breakl Cancun 6 Jemeical Includes Round trip Arfe/e from Columbus A Hotel For 7 Nights From *43BI Hurry I
Space Wll SM Outl Spring Break Travel
1-600478-6968.
aanSxComputer
wth hard dnve. 1500 06O
Call 354-27 S3
Brother Word Processor.
WP34O0.fulscrs«i monitor.
B2O0O.B.O.CM SS2-1427
CriBilil Bharple, 3 yrs dd, all shots, cornea
with licenee. Vary fnendry. Needs good home.
CM 352-1520 ask tor rm. 212 anytime after
«pm.
FOR SALE: t» Bus* Somereet, AC. cruise.
auto aaaring and windows. Completely over
hauled. B3.S00. CM 382-1876.
_
ItAaNTOaWCompular.
Compset* eyetem Including printer only
8888
Ca«Chrleat*O0-2»t-M«5.
Tandy 1000 computer, printer, color monitor,
desk. 2 drawer file cabinet. $500 o.b.o. CM
Tom 686-6622.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt. naar campus. Avail. May 95.
287-4161,after 5pm.
1 bedroom apanmenl, immediate
occupancy. Pea are oHowad.
Call 3644600
2 bdrm., unfurnished, upstairs apartment located 1st block on S. College Dr. Available
May whh 1 yr. leas*. M7Srmo. tnd. uS. Dapoa»i««»jlrad.CM68S6S*1.
353-0325 Carry Rentals
95-98 Apanmenl listings
eSON.Summrl
316 E. Marry
3081/2 E. Marry
326 Leroy - up
148 S College • efficiency apt
Apanmenl for Ren!
Available Immedialery, 2 BR, Close to campus.
Call 36SOS40.
Apts. 860 Scon HarrvtionZblks Irom camp.
Nee, turn., ar, laud., reserved parking. 4 people rran. No pats. 10 month leaee t67S/mo.
12 month lease $620Vmo. 287-3233/alter
5*0.267-4255.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET

Now renting lor 1986-061 summer 1 BBS
2BR61BR units
Fuiy turn, a Air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Ratss
CM 362-4068
234 S. College. 1 1/2 Mka. from
camp. 4 people max. No pels, avail May 05'.
12 mo. lease $675 par month. 287-3233/ after
S«) 267-4266.
Ilouaaa, 1 and 2 BR apartments
1 year, nine months, or summer lease*.
382-7454.
SUMMER SUBLEASER NEEDED
■On* bdrm, living rm, barhroom, ML
-Furnished lor two
-Air conditioner
-Ctoaa to campus, but not lar Irom town
tWO i atacrmonth (negotiable)
■CM April or Bonnie at 353-7136

Management Inc.

WANTBD: 100 tTTUDINTB

ASSEMBLERS: F.xcelent Income

Auto Service
Centers

SPRMQ BREAK '951 Guaranteed lowest
prices USA. Party In Jsmalca. Cancun. Bahama!, Florida, Padre. Organize group travel
free I Cell lor Into 4 prices SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-600- 426-7710.

Recruiter will be on campus
DATE:2/21 TIME: 10:00am - 4:00pm
PLACE: Ohio Sulla, Stodent Union
STOP BY - NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

nUmTOMOMTI

^ASLOWAS, TTJFFY DOES IT RIGHT!

' MaFFLERS$29.95'

We need 1-2 Male or Female roommates tor
summer. Low ram. ctoaa to campus, nice
apartment CM Heidi or Lorl3S2-6611.

8.00 PM » 9.O0PM
ATTHE FOLLOWING CHAPTtHHOUSfS
CHI OMEGA
ALPHA » DELTA
ALPHA PHI
DELTA GAMMA
PI BETA PHI
DELTA ZETA'
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Palmers, forman and managers I
Can College Pro Pamsrs
1-600-348-4648
Run your own butsnaas. Gain valuable experience while building your resume. Earn up to
110.000. Irrigation sales t installation. Vehicle
required. Call Student Sprinklers
1-600-26S-7881.

ei 9pm In rhe Tali Room
on the Third Floor
ol the Union
on Tuaaday
Fabruary 7ti

A-ITuee..Feb.7;S-7pm
.1 RWed ,Feb 22.5-7pm
S-Z Tuaa., Mar. 7; 5-7pm

OSE A 1OV E CONNECT IONARE YOU LOOKING FOR MRjMS. RIGHT?
Go B 410 Education tor more information.
Fliers will be posted in the Ed. Building about
Ha event taking place on Tuee. Fab. 14, g pm
212Educaoon.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Sand SASE to P.O. Box
10075, Oalna.KS 66061.

WANTED

ORDER YOUR Dl BENEDETTO'S
VALENTsNE SHAPED SUBS

■tNTOTHE STREETS'

Baching Fat Semester. It's Brno
tor requiredTB Skin Teele.

LOOKING TO SAVE MONEY7I
The Amarlcan Marketing Association and area
businesses hava put together a coupon book
with over 40 coupons for a tow price ol $5.00.
They wll be on sale Mon . Fab. 8-Fri.. Fab. 10
In the BA from 10am-2pm. IT you spend money
in BG. there's a coupon tor you'
SAVEISAVEISAVEI

MTlfVXH I fWATS LEVEL?

LAOA DANCE • LAOA DANCE
Coma Spend
"A Night of Passion with
Cupid and Hie Flaming Arrows"
OnSunday, Feb, 12,9pm-2am
at Uptown C donation ■ the door
i»prrjoeeaelobenefHDevld'.Houee.
LAOA DANCE "LAOA DANCE

Word Procassirig-Raaumee.Terrn Papers
Thesis, Ossenaicni on Laser Printer
Call 352-6705 (0-9)

DELIVER TELEPHONE BOOKS
No expenence neosssary Delivenei start Immedietery. 38 people needed to deliver your
new GTE Bowing Oman OH telephone directories In: Bowing Green, Grand Rapids. Pembervule, Haakins. McOure, Ml ton Cantor. Rising Sun, Btoomdele. Cygnet, No. Oatomore,
Custar, Portage, Weston. Deshler. VanBuren,
McComb, and surrounding toama and rural
areas To become an Independent contaum
you must be at least 18 yrt. old. haw* the us*
ol an insured car, van, or truck, and be available a mrvmum ol 5 daylight hours dairy. II you
want to delvar you muel cal to reserve a route
In your neighborhood. Cal 1-800-827-1200.
Ask tor lob 8346-8 Between 10an>6pm Mon.
-Frl.
AMIR. DTR. SERVICE CORP. EOC

WANT TO IE AN ATHLETE AT THE

352-7868

CALL 362-4663

JOUWNAUBM SCHOLARSHsP APPUCATWNB are available in 319 and 302 Weat HaJ.
DEADLINE- MARCH 10, IMS.

I

irs Tanning Time Again
Sign up Early
Month UnlimiledsSI 130
Parking Available
Campus Tanning
425E.WoosterSt.

NOWS6 9S
HAM, SALAMI, TURKEY. PROV., SWISS
AND ALL CONDIMENTS.
WEDELIVERII

OETPUBUSHEONOWI
PRAIP.E MARGINS
The undergraduate Fine Arts Magazine
Now accepting submissions ol art, poetry, and
fiction Place submissions In Prairie ntargins
Maiteox 202C Umv Hall. Any Questions Call
MM ©363-0218.

UFETWE

CorvgraaiatDna B Lauren NNM
and Chris Wenover on their
Happy New Year Pearkngl
■ PMB

Will do typing
BIJIMaa
Call Vk*! 362-3366

Internet tor Windows Ueereis scheduled teWed.. Fab. 22. from 6pm to 8pm in 128 Hayes
Hall. Thai seminar covers lha Internet appsca6ona over Ethernet using PC-Eudora, VN. and
Netscape.
Intro lo BGNet is scheduled lor Mon., Fab. 27.
from 6pm B 8pm in 128 Hayes Hall. This seminar introduces BGSU's link B the Internal. Including email, news, and gopher.

I

10 AND OVER WELCOME

Found: Odd chain with 2 charms ouBMe da
tea Arena Friday raght Call Maty 372-5842.

Criminal Justice Organiianon
BAA 1011 • Meeting al 8pm
Criminal Jusbca Organization

Ssrjpljytorlriormailon
on Study Abroad
Programa and haloing posslbsrfel

Mark's Pine Pub
AJterrve.lv. sfc-fc
Starting Monday
Mghfa. Feb. 8,1BB5

ti Aamomi Spring Breakl Panama Cnyi 8
Day* OoaanaHei Room Whh A Krehen 11281
Wall To Boat Baral Includes Free Discount
Card Which Win Save You HOO on
Fooovr>traa)l1-600-67S63a6.

Management Inc.
Tha Willow House is now Leasing
for next year. ) bdrm, gat heal,
A/C starling al $3' 0/mo.
353-5800

Management Inc.

RE-

353-5800

STU-

DEAL HOURS AND EXCELLENT PAY TO
FIT YOUR SCHOOL SCHEDULE. 2-S DAYS A
WEEK. 2ND SHFT POSITION AVASABLE
WITH MAJOR reRi\ME BOO COMPANY
FOR (MMPUTER OPEPATORrMONITOR.
COMPANY WIL PROVIDE EXTENSIVE
TRAMMQ BUT SOME COMPUTER KNOW
LEDGE REQUIRED. DEAL CANDIDATE
WSJ. POSSESS EXCELLENT PEOPLE
SKIJ.S,DPJVEANDt«TlATfVE.
PLEASE CALL TODAY III
ASK FOR JENNIFER OR DEBORAH
KELLY SERVICES...
NEVERAFEE...
419292-0555

Hillsdala Aprs., 3bdmi Townhouse*
vary spacious, Full bsmI, 1 1 /2 bath
and car ports. 9 ] /2 or 1 2 mo.
lease starts at $775.

ONE BEDROOM, 215 E. Poe Rd
(EVERGREEN APTS.)
Mora size For lha money... .com pore
this lo others Ren!s $310-$360.

to asaamble producto Mhoma.

BUSINEBSrCOMPUTER SCIENCE
LATEO
ATTENTION 1ST OR 2ND YEAR
DENTSHI

New New New New New New

-$0£^V
146 North Main - Bowling Green

I Found

Panama City Beach,

FLORIDA

ri&i/e CWjuflftj

Computers
For Rent

The Finest Beachfront Properties!

SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
AND
THE BOARDWALK BEACH RESORT
Located next to Spinnaker
t Club U Vela

Spring Semester
Mac Classic $150.00

A Public Service Message
from
Planned Parenthood

354-3540

COMPLETE PACKAGES FROM:

Mac SE $142.50

$149 Per Person

(Phis Tax and Deposit)

Includes daily beach parties, evening club
parlies with beverages, discounts and more.
Call now for details:

These systems have;
System 7.01,4MB Memory,
40MB Harddisk &
Microsoft Works 2.0
Call 372-7496 for details

m

800-558-3002

In The Student
Phone Directory
Yellow Pages!

The leader in Student Ski
A Beech Toon since 1BTI
*«>ir rW-. Or, S~«» Ctaat* rfC—~™

